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ABSTRACT
DESIGN OF A SYNTHETIC TEMPERATURE-ACTIVATED EPIGENETIC
BIOCONTAINMENT SYSTEM

Owen Rivers Page

The need for an internal control to govern engineered strain survival is becoming
apparent when considering the biosafety and ethics within biotechnological
research. Using understudied regulatory elements known as RNA thermometers (RNATs)
that can modulate protein translation based on temperature changes and a Type II
restriction modification system, we posit the creation of a synthetic temperature-activated
epigenetic biocontainment system, termed the ‘sentinel switch’. We have mined a wide
variety of bacteria from Yersinia pestis to Synechocystis sp. looking for novel RNATs. A
complementary synthetic biology approach based on library generation and screening of
chimeric RNATs (ChRNATs) was also conducted. RNATs were then inserted within a
pUC19 chassis. RNAT-containing plasmids carrying fluorescent reporter genes were
transformed into Escherichia coli NEB5α and MG1655. The functionality of the RNATs
inserted in the new vectors was measured through kinetic fluorescence assays.
Furthermore, epigenetic components were inserted into our modular system. Our future
plans contemplate testing of the functionality of the epigenetic system components via
survival assays. A mathematical model was posited for optimization of our sentinel switch
and to characterize the dynamics of our collection of natural and synthetic RNATs. The

creation of novel kill-switches represent a significant contribution providing an internal
level of safety for work with potentially biohazardous agents while spearheading the push
for the need of better self-imposed biocontainment strategies in biotechnological research.
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INTRODUCTION
Chapter 1—Introduction to the kill-switch project
1.1—Purpose:
We intend to follow synthetic biology principles for the construction of our novel
temperature-activated epigenetic biocontainment system, to be referred to as “sentinel
switch” or “kill-switch.”
Our objectives are to first generate a vector to test the temperature dependence of
our RNATs. We intend to create new RNATs that are not present in nature. After
confirming the temperature dependence of our RNATs, we need to insert our
two-component epigenetic system into a vector of choice. Ultimately, after finely tuning
temperature dependent behaviour within our system, we will generate a working version
of our sentinel switch ready to be deployed in Escherichia coli strains.

1.2—On Synthetic Biology
Synthetic Biology is a uniquely poised field encompassing multiple disciplines
such as molecular biology and microbiology while also being driven by engineering
principles and ab initio logic. A new field intrinsically linked with technological and
molecular advancement, it is the study of altering genes of organisms, to create
something new1.
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The field is a 21st century by-product of genomic and biotechnological
advancement whose origins arise from systems biology, logic and a modular approach to
the study of molecular components that drive cellular processes2. Biological systems can
be thought of as networks much in the same way as electrical circuits or computers3.
Synthetic biology is an evolution of systems biology coupled with engineering,4 driven
by the widespread availability of DNA sequencing, synthesis technologies, and an
engineering mindset from a modeling and design perspective5. Exemplifying this
engineering influence is

BioBricks, a catalog of standardized biological parts for

engineering6. Accessibility to indexed and systematized parts is a key factor enabling
modularity to be incorporated into the mantra of synthetic biologists.
Among the core research areas in the synthetic biology space are DNA-based
circuit design such as the seminal repressilator system7, genomics-driven engineering,
and the creation of synthetic life8 .

1.3—On Genetic Circuits
A critical component of the engineering mindset of synthetic biology is the
genetic circuit. Principles of electrical engineering, mathematical modeling, and
computational science are used for the design of biological networks that are very similar
to electrical circuits9. The genetic circuit, just like its electrical counterpart, is governed
by the same basic model of computation: defined inputs are processed by an algorithm
producing defined outputs10. The difference is that while a computer will receive defined
binary code as an input and produce a similar digitized output, genetic circuits occur
2

within a cell. Inputs and outputs take the form of biochemical and biophysical changes,
such as, ion transport, biomolecule synthesis and degradation, pH changes, etc.
Up to this date, a multitude of robust biological circuits have been constructed11,
typically relying on Boolean logic. For clarity, when we think of gene activity, we often
think in absolutist terms: ON or OFF, 0 or 1. Boolean algebra and logic gates are used to
design basic genetic circuits. Furthermore, modeling can be accomplished using
deterministic differential equations, probabilistic equations, agent-based modeling12, or
even use of algorithms such as the Gillespie algorithm13 . Further coupling mathematics
and systems design will only benefit the synthetic biologists of the future.

It is worth going over the basics of a genetic circuit such as Elowitz’s
repressilator7 (Fig 1) before going deep into the design aspect of this project. This group
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had the goal of constructing an oscillating repressible system initially designed via
differential modeling. In this two plasmid system, the repressilator consists of TetR
repressing λCI expression which in turn represses LacI expression, whereas LacI closes
the circle repressing the expression of TetR. An accompanying reporter plasmid consists
of a GFP reporter gene whose expression is repressed by TetR (Fig 1). This model
system, where we allow TetR = 𝑋, λCI = 𝑌, and LacI = 𝑍, can be approximated via
mathematical differential equations where protein production is examined.
In

an

exceedingly

simplistic

model

where

=

β

ⅈ

and

ⅉ

are

found

via

ⅈ = {𝑍, 𝑋, 𝑌} & ⅉ = {𝑌, 𝑍, 𝑋}:

Equation 1.1:

𝑑𝑝𝑖
𝑑𝑡

𝑛

1 + 𝑝𝑗

to solve for individual protein production. This will yield a system of three interlocked
dimensionless differential equations. Note that 𝛽 is representative of a set of parameters
such as promoter strength or the ratio of protein decay rate to mRNA decay rate, and that
this model assumes symmetry between reactions. 𝚗 is a parameter to represent the Hill
Coefficient with indicates the level of cooperative binding. In short, through careful
consideration of starting parameters based off these set of equations, the integrated result
is given as thus (Fig 2b):
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Note the presence of starting values for parameters. These parameters can vastly alter the
steady state or the long-term tendency of a system. Equation 1.1 is a version of a set of
differential equations model, coupled with a Gillespie algorithm, that was used to
construct the actual genetic circuit which gave the following results that demonstrated
oscillation(Fig 2b). These data were used to design the Repressilator that can produce an
oscillating output7 (Fig 2a).
Due to the importance of modeling to circuit design, we aim to posit a model for
our Kill-Switch to augment future related designs.

1.4— On Biosafety
Even with all the groundbreaking techniques and research of the 21st Century,
such as CRISPR-Cas9 and all its potential applications14, we live in an age of scientific
5

reckoning: from the overuse of pesticides and other chemicals in the mid-20th century15,
to the difficulty of detecting anthropogenic pollutants such as plastic derivatives16,17. With
new technology must come the consideration of unintentional consequences. For
example, on a macro-level, there is a need for pollutant detection to signify safe drinking
water, taking into consideration that many potential pollutants end up in water sources for
human consumption in an unforeseen way. Biological strategies oriented towards the
detection of this kind of pollution have been developed, such as a genetic circuit designed
to identify arsenite levels in drinking water18. This is an example on how biosafety and
biomonitorization are in harmony to combat health and environmental problems.
The overproduction and presence of plastics is further a concern with empirical
data demonstrating that PFAs accumulate up the trophic chain, even reaching the tissues
of apex predators such as polar bears, and can alter the endocrine systems of wild
animals19. A potential and novel solution would be to engineer bacteria to degrade these
plastics such as poly-(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) into a less toxic, or even valuable,
product. Ideonella sakaiensis 201-F6 contains a PETase which when coupled with a
complementary enzyme can degrade PET19,20. This PETase system has further been
transformed into Escherichia coli21 showcasing its biotechnological possibilities.
Even though the promised benefits of these potential solutions, where engineered
organisms are released in nature, are exciting and bound only by technological
know-how, bioethics must further be considered. Can we release engineered
plastic-eating bacteria into our oceans and predict all the possible consequences? What
should be our stance on the resurrection of extinct species such as the wooly mammoth1?
Should we recreate the genome of the poliovirus from chemically synthesized DNA
6

fragments22? Or what will happen if rE. coli with a non-canonical genetic code, resulting
in cells resistant to a host of viruses is released23? What about gain of function research
on pathogens with no known cure?
This is by no means passing judgement, but rather supporting the need for more
robust safety measures. BioSafety Level 4 labs, for example, offer the best possible
contention yet they are not infallible. In the metro-DC area in 1989, there was an incident
where a Ebola/Marburg-related filovirus known as the Reston virus, later known only to
affect simians, not humans, leaked from a Level 4 lab24. Catastrophe was circumvented,
but such an incident stresses the need of biocontainment. Even with the strictest safety
measures, the risk of disaster could always be present.
This is why kill-switches, genetic circuits triggering cell death on demand, are
such an important solution to biocontainment in strain engineering (Fig 3). One of the
first kill-switches, designed in 2010, was designed from a synthetic riboregulator
modulating the expression of a toxic protein within a logic-based system25. Other
kill-switches are based on biosensor detection of a presence or absence of a chemical
compound 26,27 or even on the identification of pH changes28.

7

Our goal is to design a kill-switch not based on detection of a chemical input to
trigger a toxin-antitoxin dynamic, but rather the sensing of a physical signal, temperature
in our case, to trigger an epigenetic event resulting in the death of the bio-controlled
strain.

1.5— On RNA Thermometers (RNATs)
Bacteria are able to sense a myriad of variables in the world surrounding them.
They express a wide array of sensors specialized on the detection of chemical and
physical stimuli. Temperature, which we measure with thermometers by reporting
changes in the height of mercury on a column or on the voltage within an electrode, can
be detected in bacteria by the so-called RNA thermometers (RNATs). Variations on local
temperature affect multiple bacterial processes (e.g. heat shock protein production29), yet
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one of the best studied temperature-dependent phenomenons is the regulation of
virulence genes and pathogenic switching. For human pathogens, the human body
temperature of 37°C is indicative of a successful invasion of the host30. RNATs form a
complex thermolabile secondary structure in the 5’ UTR region of an mRNA often
embedded in a ribosome-binding-site (RBS)31. There are two primary structures for
RNATs: zipper formation or switch formation. The zipper formation is defined by the
RNAT existing in an equilibrium between an open ‘melted’ conformation at higher
temperatures and a closed, hairpin-like formation. These RNATs often contain the RBS
which can prevent translation of a gene. The switch RNAT consists of two unique
structures that are dependent on temperature31.
Zipper RNATs are more common and are defined by a melting process over a
temperature gradient over higher temperature32, and their functionality as regulators
enables their usage in synthetic constructions due to their simple reversibility in state
while providing the potential for thermogenetics. Features of RNATs are that they have
negligible sequence conservation and are thereby difficult to predict. Even more
challenging is that the mechanisms by which RNATs function within a temperature range
are unknown32. A useful way to think about RNAT regulation of gene expression is that
of RBS-sequestration: when in a closed conformation, the embedded RBS cannot interact
with the appropriate ribosomal subunit while the reverse is true when a RNAT is in an
open configuration.
There are several main families of zipper RNATs as shown in (Fig 4). The first is
the ROSE (repression of heat shock gene expression) element, roughly 60-100
nucleotides long containing 2-4 hairpins with the 3’-most hairpin including the
9

Shine-Dalgarno (RBS) sequence. Many ROSEs are only functional at temperatures of
37°C or above 33,34 . Another major RNAT type is the fourU element. Typically referred to
as fourU and originally found in Salmonella enterica, this type of RNAT is defined by a
motif of four uridines that pair with an AGGA sequence that forms part of the RBS
sequence. Unlike ROSE RNATs, fourU RNATs do not typically have a lot of non
canonical base-pairing35. The final major RNAT type is the RNAT of the cyanobacteria
Synechocystis, which consists of an asymmetrical stem-loop 46 nucleotides long defined
by a C pairing with CAA and UCCU pairing with the AGGA portion of the
Shine-Dalgarno sequence31.

At this point it is important to note that RNATs are distinct from other RNA
structures such as riboswitches, which are regulatory mRNA elements that affect gene
expression by binding a ligand in a conserved aptamer domain32, 36. Riboswitches are a
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useful toolbox for a synthetic biologist, providing further methods for genetic circuit
design37.
While some similarity exists between the two RNA regulatory elements, we have
chosen to work with RNATs due to their specific interactions with temperature. We have
further chosen to start our project using a type of synthetic RNAT, termed U6 (Appendix
I) which was shown to function at and above 37°C but remain in a closed conformation
at a lower temperature38. We will further examine a variety of potential candidate RNATs
for our design. RNATs serve as a perfect regulatory switch, as demonstrated in an RNAT
in West Nile Virus for viral replication during host switching39, and for these reasons,
extremely well fitting for our kill-switch.

1.6— On Restriction-Modification Systems
Restriction-Modification (RM) systems serve as an efficient epigenetic method of
protecting bacteria against foreign DNA40. They are typically composed of two
components: a restriction endonuclease (REase) tasked with cleaving alien DNA and a
methyltransferase (MTase) that modifies the native DNA of the bacteria by methylating it
in certain positions. REases target foreign DNA by recognising and cleaving it at specific
sites. Cognate MTases frequently methylate sites within the same target sequences of
their corresponding REase, thus blocking the REase action and preventing methylated
sequences from being cleaved. This methylation is used as a self-tag to prevent the
cutting of self-DNA. It is worth noting that there are exceptions where the methylation of
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a target sequence actually marks it for cleavage, but we are not focusing on this system in
our introduction.
REases have been used for molecular biology applications for multiple decades
and are essential for most basic molecular and microbial research in the modern day41.
Briefly, there are four types of REases, termed I-IV, with the first three categories also
paired to methyltransferases. Type I are complex and cleave at a distance from the
recognition site while Type III systems rely on a REase/MTase complex that results in
incomplete digestion42. Of interest to most biologists are Type II systems due to their
specific cutting at a recognition site for which MTase and its paired REase compete.
From a natural selection perspective, RM systems are essential for the evolution and
ecology of prokaryotes, since they constitute one of the mechanisms by which horizontal
gene transfer is modulated43. From a biotechnological perspective, RM systems are in
part responsible for the low efficiency observed when transforming foreign DNA into
non-model organisms: plasmids containing target sequences for unknown REases
encoded in the genome of the recipient strain may thwart all the transformation efforts.
Recently, this assumption has been corroborated by developing a new technique to recode
vectors for their use in novel strains: SyngenicDNA. This technology enables the design
of synthetic plasmids free of any cutting sites for REases contained in the recipient strain
by identifying the whole array of target sequences for that particular strain The efficacy
of this method of ‘systematic evasion’ was demonstrated by transforming a RM-silent
‘SyMPL’ plasmid into a clinically relevant strain of Staphylococcus aureus improving the
transformation rate

by five orders of magnitude when compared to the wild-type

plasmid44.
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Our current understanding of RM systems enables their application beyond
cloning or transformation. The idea of an epigenetic-based control circuit is relatively
new and poses a new frontier for circuitry design, especially to establish dependency
between two genetic elements. Conventional strategies to maintain plasmid copy number
or prevent plasmid curing rely on toxin-antitoxin systems. If the anti-toxin element gets
mutated or lost, a toxin kills the bacterial host. We are interested in alternatives to this
design, instead of encoding for toxins (high metabolic burden) to kill bacteria on
command, we have focused on a system reliant on a Type-II Restriction Modification
system. It will still function in the same way that many toxin-antitoxin systems do, and
indeed, RM systems have been compared to toxin-antitoxin dynamics in modeling

.

45,46

Instead of producing a unique molecule causing host death, we intend to leverage almost
the opposite of systemic evasion: systemic invasion. A complete overwhelming presence
of an REase cleaving hundreds of sites of the host genome on command, a genome
wide-event that would have to be regulated by some sort of switch, like an RNAT. This
kind of system can be defined as an epigenetic kill-switch.

1.7— Our Objective, a Temperature-Dependent Epigenetic Kill-Switch
By using RNATs whose hairpin sequesters the associated RBS at 25°C and below
while melting at 37°C, driving the expression of a protective MTase, we propose an
epigenetic RNAT temperature-based kill-switch, hereby termed as ‘sentinel switch’ (Fig
5). This deviates from most kill-switches which are based on sensing the presence or
absence of a chemical compound instead of a physical signal.

13
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chapter 2—Construction of Genetic Circuits

2.1—Project Goal:
The construction of our sentinel switch is based on the deployment of RM
systems, cognate REase MTase pairs functioning within toxin/antitoxin dynamics. The
sentinel switch has the potential to be employed as a biocontainment strategy: engineered
strains grown at 37°C in a laboratory setting will perish if accidentally released to nature
once temperature drops. Our ‘switch’ system, or ‘control,’ is an RNA thermometer
(RNAT), a noncoding region of RNA characterized by strong secondary structures
(hairpins) that melt at specific temperatures, thus sensing temperature alterations. RNATs
are prevalent in bacteria and often involved in pathogenic switching9. RNATs work by
preventing translation of the regulated mRNA by restricting the availability of RBS sites:
hairpins including, or adjacent to, RBS boxes prevent ribosome binding unless the
temperature is above a threshold preventing the formation of the hairpin. RNATs’
hairpins should sequester the associated RBS at 25°C and below while melting at 37°C
driving the expression of a protective MTase. Our genetic design is based on a single
plasmid or genomic insertion. Two divergent promoters will express a REase and its
cognate MTase. The REase promoter will be constitutive, to ensure the constant
expression of the “toxin”. The MTase promoter will be temperature inducible due to the
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incorporation of the aforementioned RNATs, making the production of this antitoxin
temperature-dependent. In order to calibrate the system and test the functionality of the
RNATs, we will start by constructing test vectors in which the mCherry gene takes the
place of the REase gene and GFP that of the MTase gene. These versatile fluorescent
reporters provide fundamental data to tune the expression of the RM genes. In our first
proof of concept design(Fig 5), we have utilized a U6 RNAT, a synthetic derivative of the
FourU RNAT31.

Once the test vectors carrying mCherry and GFP are assembled and the
kill-switch tested, we need to clone the chosen REase and MTase genes. In order to avoid
accidental triggering of the sentinel switch, we are adding to the host strain a
maintenance module containing lacI-PtetO-PtetR-tetR (Fig 6).
This module is to be inserted in the low copy number pCKT plasmid or in an
independent region of the genome. It will invite a chemical dependence based on
16

anhydrotetracyline (aTc) for the strain to survive. In the absence of aTc, TetR represses
expression of LacI and the maintenance module is disconnected, so that the kill-switch
can be triggered by a temperature drop as intended. However, the presence of aTc will
alter production of the mCherry/REase (toxin), resulting in a system where temperature
variation is superseded by a chemical dependency: TetR-aTc cannot repress the
expression of LacI, LacI gets expressed and represses the transcription of
mCherry/REase. Since the RNAT operates at the mRNA level and there is no mRNA, the
switch cannot be activated.

2.2— Initial Chassis Construction:
To

kickstart

the

project

we

designed

a

vector

containing

the

mCherry-Ptac-spacer-PBBaJ23100_RNAT_U6-sfGFP functional component of our kill-switch, yet
expressing the fluorescent reporters mCherry and sfGFP (referred to as GFP henceforth
for simplicity) instead of the restriction-modification system. This reference plasmid was
named pSentineSwitch_fluor (Fig 7). The chassis of choice for the construction was
pUC1947. Given the complex secondary structure of the U6 RNAT and the multiple
components necessary to assemble the region spanning between mCherry and GFP, we
proceeded to perform a sequential approach. First we amplified GFP from purified
pDYOLacI-R plasmid (Appendix III) using the GFP_5’_U6 and GFP_3’_pUC
oligonucleotides, which add to the GFP gene an upstream region including half of the U6
RNAT and a downstream homology arm to pUC19. The totality of the U6 RNAT could
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not be included in a single oligonucleotide per manufacturer’s specifications on
oligonucleotide synthesis.
A synthetic dsDNA fragment, Synthetic_Intergenic_fragment_1 (Appendix IIc),
contained most of the mCherry-GFP intergenic region including: Ptac, an spacer
sequence, PBBaJ23100 and the second half of U6 RNAT. It also carried at its 3’ end the
beginning of the mCherry gene up to its 25th nucleotide to serve as a homology arm for
Gibson assembly. Synthetic_Intergenic_fragment_1 was amplified using oligonucleotides
mCherry-Inter_F1

and

Inter-U6_3’.

Purified

U6-GFP

and

Synthetic_Intergenic_fragment_1 were ligated and the resulting product subsequently
amplified with primers mCherry-Inter_F1 and GFP_3’_pUC. The pDYOLacI-R plasmid
also served as template for the amplification of mCherry with the primers
mCherry_3’_pUC (which added to the fragment a homology arm for pUC19) and
mCherry_F1. Finally, the pUC19 vector was amplified by divergent PCR with the
oligonucleotide pair pUC_F1 / pUC_R1. A three-way Gibson assembly was performed
with purified pUC, mCherry and intergenic-GFP (Ptac-spacer-PBBaJ23100_RNAT_U6-GFP). The
product of the assembly was transformed into chemically competent NEB5α cells. The
colonies resulting from the transformation exhibited macroscopically two different
phenotypes that we will discuss in the next section.
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2.3— The First Vectors:
The assembly of the original sentinel switch plasmid described in (Fig 7) resulted
in two types of constructions that exhibited two different phenotypes: NEB5α (pF1.16),
whose colonies looked dark red, and NEB5α (pF1.17), characterized by colonies with a
faint green hue (Appendix V). These phenotypes were visible under regular white light.
In order to simplify the nomenclature of these frequently cited strains we will refer to
NEB5α (pF1.16) and NEB5α (pF1.17) as F1.16 and F1.17, respectively. Prior to
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sequencing due to supply constraints, plasmids were assessed via growth fluorescence
kinetic assays in a plate reader (Materials and Methods, Appendix VI). Tests were
conducted at variable temperatures (25°C, 29°C, & 37°C) to determine temperature
sensitivity of the vector. The gathered data (Fig 8), shows that F1.17 exhibited a positive
change in GFP production from 20°C to 37°C when adjusted for bacterial growth.
Furthermore, F1.17 exhibited little to no mCherry production while F1.16 exhibited
mCherry production but no GFP signal. Control strain NEB 5-α F’ Iq (pCKT) 5.23,
referred to as 5.23 from now on, known to have no GFP or mCherry and thus no green or
red fluorescence, was used as our negative control. Experiments were repeated at least in
triplicate with multiple data points for each strain.

Fluorescence production expressed as fluorescence (arbitrary units) corrected by
growth (OD600) over time shows that F1.17 exhibits a temperature-sensitive production
of GFP (Fig 8C). Unfortunately, it lacks any mCherry production whatsoever, indicating
some issue in that portion of our system (Fig 8B). Alternatively, F1.16 exhibits vivid
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production of mCherry (Fig 8B) yet no production of GFP (Fig 8C). Once we could
sequence pF1.16 and pF1.17, we found the cause of our observations on the fluorescence
of these two strains: pF1.16 carried a frameshift mutation in the first third of GFP
(sfGFP.Q69HfsX10) preventing the proper translation of the mRNA, whereas pF1.17
contained a deletion spanning the totality of the mCherry encoding gene and its
corresponding promoter.

Due to the modular nature of our system, we decided to

assemble a functional sentinel switch plasmid (pSentinelSwitch_fluor) as the one
represented in (Fig 7) by merging the functional regions of pF1.16 (constitutive promoter
driving mCherry expression) and pF1.17 (functional promoter-RNAT-GFP module)(Fig 9
& Fig 10).
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Prior to receiving our sequencing results, we purified pF1.16 and pF1.17 (Fig
11). We found that pF1.16 is between 500-1000bp longer than pF1.17. This came as a
surprise as both plasmids should have shared the same length. We concluded that pF1.17
must have undergone an extensive deletion. This suspicion was later confirmed by the
sequencing data as described above. pF1.16 and pF1.17 were also successfully
electroporated into MG1655 E. coli cells and plate reader data suggests the RNAT and
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therefore GFP production is thermodependent (Appendix V) in the genetic background
of this reference strain.
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Chapter 3— Optimization of Our System
3.1— On Modularity:
At this point, F1.17 exemplified the behavior we expected for a strain bearing
RNAT and GFP/methyltransferase, since we had demonstrated U6 could modulate GFP
in a temperature dependent manner in our plasmid chassis. We were aware that we
needed to incorporate a constitutive promoter driving mCherry/REase expression, but
F1.17 served the purpose to investigate the behavior of other putative RNATs. One of the
benefits of the synthetic biology approach is its inherent modularity (Fig 12). We
designed our system so that RNATs, promoters, and genes could be swapped by
alternative elements.
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Through our design, we can switch out present RNATs and promoters by
divergent PCR amplification using purified pF1.17 plasmid as a template. We found
several RNATs in the literature (Table 1) and created a table with their primary
sequences, predicted secondary structures, and predicted melting temperatures
(Appendix I). We split the sequence of the new RNAT in two and incorporated each half
as a tail to divergent oligonucleotides, one of them hybridizing on the 5’ end of GFP and
the second one on the spacer sequence. This way, the result of the divergent PCR would
be a linear product that, once ligated to itself, would reconstitute a pF1.17 derivative in
which the U6 RNA thermometer had been substituted by one of the RNAT included in
(Table 1).

Species
precedence

of

Length
(bases)

Gene Associated
name)

Samonella enterica

65

agsA

FourU

Yersinia pestis

123

lcrF (long)

FourU

25

(or

Type

68

lcrF (short, truncated
version
containing
essential
hairpin
exclusively)

FourU

--

106

MiniROSE

ROSE

--

97

MicroROSE

ROSE

E. coli

100

ibpA

ROSE

Synechocystis SP

46

hsp17

Cyano

Anabaena variabilis

58

Avashort

NA

64

Avalong (mod)

NA

Thermosynechoco-cc
us elongatus

132

hspA (mod)

NA

E. coli

22

rpoH

Vibrio cholerae

69

toxT (long)

FourU

52

toxT (short, truncated
version
containing
essential
hairpin
exclusively)

FourU

26

Neisseria
meningitidis

109

cssA (long)

NA

Leptospira
interrogans

60

ligA (mod_1)

NA

36

ligA (mod_2, a truncation
of the LigA_mod_1
resulting in only one
hairpin loop)

NA

3.2— Cloning New RNATs and Promoters:
Test PCRs were conducted using the divergent oligonucleotides described in the
previous section and included in (Appendix II) following canonical PCR. We used
pF1.17 purified plasmid as the template for the amplification. Basic troubleshooting
(adjusting annealing temp, template concentration) was performed if PCR did not yield
expected results (Fig 13).
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Amplified fragments were purified, phosphorylated, and ligated within
themselves. Ligation products were transformed into chemically competent NEB5α cells.
Resulting colonies were cultured in solid and liquid, their plasmids purified and analyzed
by gel electrophoresis in parallel to a control vector. Initial transformations were highly
unsatisfactory due to carry over of DNA template (pF1.17) that resulted in no
RNAT-positive clones. We then attempted to perform DpnI digestions on our ligation
product to remove methylated carryover template plasmid prior to transformation, but no
improvement was observed. Attempts to repeat PCR amplifications using dilutions of the
template to reduce its saturation in the PCR product did not produce satisfactory results.
To overcome what we suspected to be carry-over of the template plasmid in our
cloning, we resorted to a different method of PCR, also known as 2-Part PCR (Fig 14). In
short, this PCR follows the canonical 3-Step methodology, but splits the amplification in
two discrete reactions: a first 10 cycle PCR using the original template and a second 15
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cycle section using a fresh PCR reaction mix. The PCR product from the first 10-cycle
part was used as the template DNA in the 2nd Part to dilute the plasmid from the original
template.

In a test run, this methodology was adopted to successfully construct a
pF1.17_lcrF123 vector, carrying a pF1.17 derivative where U6 had been replaced by the
123 bp lcrF RNAT included in Appendix I. The constructed strains were named NEB5α
(pF1.17_lcrF123_E), NEB5α (pF1.17_lcrF123_F), and NEB5α (F1.17_lcrF123_H), to be
referred to as E, F, and H.

At this point, we decided to innovate and analyze the

modularity of RNAT by making a pool of the 38 different primers for the amplification of
the 17 of RNATs (Table 1), performing a PCR with the potential of chimeric product
formation: any 5´ half of a RNAT could be ligated to any 3´ half of another RNAT for
maximum of 361 possible hybrid RNATs. Given the importance of the generation of
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chimeras as a fundamental tool for evolution48, we hypothesized we could find
unexpectedly functional hybrid RNATs. Colonies from these transformations were then
isolated on LB agar plates with individual isolates precultured, purified, and upon
confirmation of plasmid presence, sent out for sequencing.
Several unique candidates were identified. In particular, the strain NEB5α
(pF1.17_Ch_5), from here on identified as colony 5, carried a chimeric RNAT consisting
of a chimera between ibpA_100bp_partial and avashort_58bp_partial (Appendix IV).
Other isolates of note were NEB5α (pF1.17_Ch_7), from here on identified as colony 7
which carried a chimeric RNAT (ChRNAT) consisting of LigA_modif2_36_bp_LONG
and toxT_69_bp_LONG, another chimeric construction (Appendix I), and NEB5α
(pF1.17_lcrF123)

isolates

E,

F,

and

H,

which

carried

a

Yersinia_FourU_lcrF_123_bp_LONG RNAT. Plasmids from all of these isolates were
purified and their sequences validated: their primary and secondary structures suggested
that they could be temperature sensitive in the intended range (37⁰C switch).
Fluorescence production dependent on temperature was exhibited exclusively by
colony 5. GFP production driven by a synthetic promoter coupled to the chimeric RNAT
was present when the strain was grown at 37⁰C whereas said production was absent at
20⁰C (Fig 15). Fluorescence data were normalized for growth measured as OD600.
mCherry associated fluorescence was not documented since the pF1.17 chassis lacked an
mCherry gene.
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3.3— On Subcloning to Obtain Completely Functional Vectors:
One of the advantages of our modular system is that we can independently test
different kill-switch modules. While we were working on the assembly and screening of
an array of new RNATs, we were working on the construction of the original
pSentinelSwitch_fluor plasmid (Fig 7) carrying the functional PBBaJ23100-RNATU6-GFP
module as well as the divergent Ptac-mCherry fragment functionally tested in F1.17 and
F1.16 respectively. Following basic cloning principles we intended to double digest both
vectors and reconstitute a fully functional sentinel switch with the working modules of
both pF1.16 and pF1.17. HindIII and XmnI became our restriction endonucleases of
choice as our plasmid design showed that HindIII would cut pF1.16 and pF1.17 just
upstream of the Ptac promoter for mCherry and XmnI would cut in the middle of the bla
(AmpR) gene. By ligating the resulting fragment PBBaJ23100-RNATU6-GFP-1/2bla from
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pF1.17 to the Ptac-mCherry-ori-1/2bla from pF1.16, we could reconstitute the sentinel
switch vector (pSentinelSwitch_fluor) presented in (Fig 7). It is important to note that
subcloning strategies like this were preferred over de novo assembly of the vector given
the difficulty to clone RNATU6 mutation-free: the high-complexity of our RNATs makes
cloning particular regions difficult due to the easy accumulation of mutations. The
digestion of stable and already cloned plasmids offered a more efficient and less
mutation-prone avenue for obtaining our successful construction.
Following the above mentioned strategy, we attempted to digest pF1.16 and
pF1.17 with HindIII and XmnI. Control digestions of pF1.17 with HindIII (data not
shown) were unsuccessful. We re-sequenced pF1.17 and identified the problem: a
detailed analysis of the 25 bp spacer region upstream of PBBaJ23100 showed that not just
Ptac-mCherry were absent form this construction, but also part of the HindIII target
sequence, making impossible the digestion of pF1.17 with this restriction enzyme. At this
point we re-sequenced pF1.16 as well and found the mutations described in section 2.3
(Fig 9 and Fig 10).

3.4— Fixing Errors and Completing Vector Construction:
Armed with the knowledge of the pF1.17 and pF1.16 re-sequencing, we took on
new subcloning and developed two digestion strategies. Both involved using pF1.16 as
our chassis and pF1.17 as our insert yet we would use two different combinations of
restriction endonucleases:
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●

KpnI and XmnI: KpnI cuts approximately 1/3 of the way into our GFP

sequence, upstream of the frameshift preventing pF1.16 GFP from being properly
translated. XmnI cuts inside the bla gene, as described above. This approach enables
the preservation of a pF1.16 fragment that contains everything but the fragment
encompassing from the mutated section of GFP to ½ of the bla gene. From a
KpnI-XmnI digestion of pF1.17 we obtain the mutation-free section of GFP that we
need to reconstitute the gene as well as part of the bla gene to reassemble a functional
AmpR. It is worth noting that in this case the RNAT of this vector is the version of U6
cloned into pF1.16. Vectors assembled in this way are identified as pUJO3
(Appendices II and IV).
●

SphI and XmnI: SphI cuts in the 25 bp spacer region separating the divergent

promoters in the original design, while XmnI does as previously described. In this
case, pF1.17 would donate the PBBaJ23100-RNATU6-GFP-1/2bla as intended in the first
subcloning attempt whereas pF1.16 contributes the Ptac-mCherry-ori-1/2bla fragment
(which includes the plasmid chassis). Vectors assembled in this way are identified as
pUJO5 (Appendices II and IV).
Digestion products were separated by gel electrophoresis and bands of the
expected sizes were identified and excised to be purified from gel. DNA fragments were
ligated according to the experimental design explained in the previous bullet points and
transformed into chemically competent NEB5α cells.
Upon initial confirmation of successful transformation, isolates from these
transformations, termed pUJO3 (pF1.16 chassis and RNAT, from KpnI/XmnI digestions)
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and pUJO5 (pF1.16 chassis, pF1.17 RNAT, from SphI/XmnI digestions) were sent out for
sequencing.
Sequencing data of selected pUJO3 and pUJO5 isolates indicated the
constructions had been successful and that these two vector families should express
functional GFP in a temperature-dependent manner (Appendix V). This, however, was
directly contradicted by plate reading data once we had the capability to test fluorescence
and growth in our plate reader. The data shows that NEB5α (pUJO3) and NEB5α
(pUJO5) do not exhibit any thermoregulation of GFP (Appendix V). Why we had such
stark data is unclear. We are still working to elucidate what factors might be affecting
GFP production or maturation in these strains.
While we were interpreting the functionality of the pUJO family of vectors, we
moved forward on our plan to create an array of different RNATs. Our cloning strategy
consisted on amplifying a pUJO plasmid with divergent oligonucleotides that would a)
hybridize just upstream and downstream of the RNAT, and b) include a new RNAT split
in two parts in their tails (Appendix I and Appendix II). Amplification products just
needed to be relegated to reconstitute a new plasmid in which the only altered sequence
had been that of the RNAT. Fig 16 graphically represents this cloning process. Our vector
chassis of choice was pUJO3A, a subclone from the pUJO3-line, amplified in a 2-part
PCR in order to minimize template carry over. The constructs we obtained were
transformed into competent NEB5α cells. This approach has provided us, so far, with 5
families of vectors bearing different RNATs. The first, pUCA1, consisted of the desired
circuit chassis and either lcrF_128_bp or lcrF_68bp. The second, pUCA2, consisted of
hsp17_46bp. The third, pUCA3, consisted of either avashort_58bp or avalong_64bp
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RNATs. The fourth, pUCA4, consisted of ibpA_100bp RNAT. The fifth, pUCA5,
consisted of either hspA_132bp or toxT_69bp.

We further took the successful clone termed, 5 (Appendix IIIa), and performed a
subcloning in an attempt to insert a functional RNAT in pF1.16. This was performed
through digestion of purified plasmid, DNA purification, ligation, and heat shock
transformation. The new plasmid was termed pUJO6 (Appendix IIIa).
Analysis of GFP production performed at 37°C and 20°C for four isolates (named
A to D) of NEB5α (pUCA1), NEB5α (pUCA2), NEB5α (pUCA3), NEB5α (pUCA4),
NEB5α (pUCA5), and NEB5α (pUJO6). Of these constructs, several, such as NEB5α
(pUCA2A) and NEB5α (pUJO6D) exhibited RNAT temperature dependence, but most of
them presented a strong basal expression at 20°C, making the expression leaky
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(Appendix III). The whole collection of NEB5α (pUCA4) isolates as well as NEB5α
(pUCA2C) displayed consistently thermoregulation on the production of GFP, with their
respective RNATs shutting down GFP translation at 20°C yet enabling expression levels
comparable or

superior to those of

F1.17,

(Fig 8),

at 37°C (Fig 17).

GFP production driven by a synthetic promoter coupled to the RNAT was
mCherry-associated fluorescence was constitutive in all cases (Appendix IV). These data
suggest that pUCA4[A-D] and pUCA2C behave as we predicted pSentinelSwitch_fluor
would, enabling us to initiate the next phase of our project: the insertion of an RM system
substituting the fluorescent protein reporters. As a curiosity, it is important to note that
the Synechocystis_hsp17_46_bp RNAT cloned into pUCA2C contained a 24 bp
duplication (Appendix IV), yet it did not affect its functionality.
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Chapter 4— Introducing the epigenetic system
4.1— On Gibson assembly and EcoRI:
Up to this point we have been focusing on the construction of a sentinel switch
vector expressing GFP under the control of a RNAT and mCherry under a constitutive
promoter (pSentinelSwitch_fluor). This setup is very useful to track the functionality of
the promoters and the ability of the RNAT to modulate translation in response to
temperature changes. However, the next and final portion of this project involves
completing the proof-of-concept sentinel switch through the addition of a REase in place
of mCherry (constitutive expression) and an MTase in place of GFP (conditionally
expressed at 37⁰C thanks to the RNAT). Based on the principles of modularity, we intend
to take a functioning plasmid and swap out the GFP reporter gene for one encoding a
cognate MTase from a well-studied MTase/REase pair. We will then verify the
functionality of the MTase, and then finally swap out the mCherry gene by the one
encoding the corresponding the REase. As a matter of precaution, the REase gene should
not be the first once swapped, since this would result in endonuclease activity without
any protective DNA methylation expressed in the host cell, resulting in cell death. Once
the REase/MTase has been cloned, functionality of our sentinel switch can be tested using
survivability assays of the bacterial host of the plasmid.
Finally, we will introduce our maintenance module that supersedes the physical
dependence on temperature by a chemical dependence on an inducer molecule. The
maintenance module will be inserted either in a plasmid from an incompatibility group
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outside of pUC’s, such as pCKT-LacIwt49(low copy-number plasmid expressing lacI WT
under the control of TetR), or alternatively in the plasmid containing our sentinel switch
for a single vector system. This construct will then finally be transformed into MG1655
cells, a E. coli K12 strain less engineered than NEB5α cells to test the viability of our
sentinel switch.
We started by analyzing several REase/MTase pairs to see which one suited our
system the best. Searching for

REase recognition cutting sites (REBASE,

https://www.re3data.org/repository/r3d100012171, access March 2021) on the E. coli
MG1655 and NEB5α strains of interest, we narrowed our choices to EcoRI and HindIII.
Both REases are Type II and have cognate MTases as well as >500 target sequences per
genome, ensuring that the activation of the kill-switch and subsequent loss of the
protective methylation by the cognate MTase would ensure the destruction of the strain
genome by cutting it in hundreds of fragments. We were set to order synthetic gene
fragments for the genes encoding EcoRI MTase (EcoRI.M, Uniprot P00472), EcoRI
REase (EcoRI, Uniprot P00642), HindIII MTase and HindIII REase, unfortunately, due to
complex secondary structures formed in HindIII, synthesis of the fragment was not
possible. We therefore elected to move forward exclusively with the EcoRI system,
whose target site is GAATTC, and proceeded to order synthetic dsDNA fragments. The
synthetic ecoRI.M gene was codon optimized for E. coli using IDT’s tools to avoid
potential synthesis problems.
We chose to use Gibson assembly for the cloning of both EcoRI MTase and
EcoRI REase. One of the downsides of a classical restriction subcloning is the fact that
the final ligation product has a scar formed by the union of complementary cohesive ends
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of the assembled fragments. This scar is permanent and could potentially result in
unforeseen or unwanted effects on our genetic system. A core tenet of synthetic biology
is striving for orthogonality. This means when designing a system, it is best to avoid any
cross-talk or off-target events if possible, and such events have a greater probability of
occurrence when using cloning techniques that leave scars, especially in what refers to
the 5’ of a cloned gene, where unwanted regulatory effects at the translation level could
take place.

4.2— On EcoRI.M cloning:
We decided early on to test our primers and gene fragment encoding EcoRI.M in
pF1.17. Although pF1.17 does not express mCherry, it exhibits temperature-dependent
GFP expression. Therefore, we can validate the thermoregulated methylation. This
subcloning at a macrolevel involved replacing GFP for ecoRI. This process was
accomplished via amplifying pF1.17 via PCR with unique primers to add homology arms
for ecoRI.M, which was amplified from a synthetic dsDNA template incorporating the
same homology arms. Gibson Assembly was conducted to clone the fragment and the
resulting plasmid was transformed into NEB5α. Colony PCR was used to verify the
successful transformation, which was validated by Sanger sequencing. The resulting
strain NEB5α (pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2) sets us one step closer to the construction of the
final sentinel switch (Fig 18).
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The next objective was to test the functionality of EcoRI.M under
thermoregulation of our RNAT. At 37°C or greater temperatures, we would expect the
RNAT to be in its ON state, so ecoRI.M RNA will be translated and the resulting protein
will methylate EcoRI’s target sequence, thus protecting against restriction activity. At less
than 37°C, the RNAT will be OFF, thus transcribed ecoRI.M mRNA cannot be translated.
We grew NEB5α (pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2) and the control strain NEB5α F' Iq
(pCKTRBS-LacIwt)

at

37°C

and

20°C.

Both

pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2

and

pCKTRBS-LacIwt contain EcoRI target sites, yet the former is the only one expressed in
a genetic background expressing EcoRI.M, the activity protecting the target sites from
degradation. Both plasmids also had a single cut point for SphI, which served as digestion
control at both temperatures since we expected this enzyme to linearize both
pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2 and pCKTRBS-LacIwt. The anticipated outcome of this
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experiment was for undigested plasmids (pCKTRBS-LacIwt at both temperatures and
20°C pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2) to display their supercoiled bands on an agarose gel, while
we expected 37°C pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2 to be protected against EcoRI.

The analysis by gel electrophoresis of the EcoRI digestion products of
pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2 and pCKTRBS-LacIwt extracted from cultures at 37°C , we saw
linearization of pCKTRBS-LacIwt but not of pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2 (RNAT ON,
methylation ON) (Fig 19). These data suggest a difference in methylation between the
two strains, and further points towards the potential functionality of EcoRI.M at 37°C.
However, when comparing the effect of EcoRI digestion on pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2
purified from cultures grown at 37°C and 20°C, we obtained a band pattern comparable
to that of the undigested control. We can therefore not determine with this assay if a)
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basal EcoRI.M expression at 20C (RNAT leakage) is enough to protect DNA, or b)
pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2 has suffered a mutation on its single EcoRI target sequence and
cannot be recognized by the REase any longer. Replicas of this test and a re-sequencing
of pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2 are required to determine if either EcoRI.M provides
protection at 20°C or it is indeed an artifact resulting from an unwanted mutation.
While we work on acquiring conclusive results on our original digestion assay, we
performed an in vitro methylation with bacterial extracts to verify MTase activity at
different temperatures. NEB5α (pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2) and its parental strain F1.17
were grown at 37°C and 20°C. Standard sonication was used to lyse the cells and crude
extracts

were

obtained after centrifugation to remove cell debris. NEB5α

(pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2), MTase+, and F1.17, MTase-, extracts will be incubated with
purified pUC19 plasmid, as the dsDNA molecule containing a single EcoRI target
sequence. We will perform an EcoRI digestion and the resulting products were analyzed
by electrophoresis (Fig 20). MTase+ extracts obtained at 37°C, our DNA fragment of
interest, pUC19, appeared to remain undigested. Likewise at 20°C, we expected the DNA
fragment appeared to be linearized, although it did look like some of the plasmid was
supercoiled, perhaps indicating a basal-level production of EcoRI. Such a difference
would be associated with temperature-dependent protection as provided by our MTase,
although it seems that our RNAT in Col 2 has some basal expression of EcoRI.M. This
basal level should be minimalized in future optimization-focused iterations of our
sentinel switch.
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As explained above, one of our primary short term objectives is to further verify
the characterization of the production of protective levels of EcoRI.M at 37°C while
minimizing expression below this temperature. Currently, we are focusing our efforts on
pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2 but, as we have discussed, we have assembled and tested
alternative pSentinelSwitch_fluor vectors carrying different RNATs. We are currently
working on the substitution of GFP by ecoRI.M in the pUCA4 family as well as in
pUCA2C. Further experiments will be needed to characterize their production of
EcoRI.M at different temperatures and the best candidates will be chosen for the next step
of the project.
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4.3— On EcoRI cloning

Our next step, post-verification of temperature-dependence of EcoRI.M
expression in vectors such as pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2, consists of cloning ecoRI and
replacing mCherry. Once we obtain these vectors we will perform survival assays at
different temperatures. They will consist of growing NEB5α cells bearing these new
plasmids at 37°C and 20°C, evaluating the amount of viable cells across a span of time to
observe the influence of our sentinel switch on the cell population. Less viable cells or
none are expected at 20ºC, since below 37ºC the kill-switch should be triggered.
After verifying functionality of our sentinel switch in NEB5α, we will test the
system in E. coli MG1655. We will also insert the maintenance module as described in
(Fig 6) in either a low-copy plasmid or in single copy within the bacterial genome to
invite chemical dependence to aTc while further preventing accidental triggering of our
kill-switch.
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Chapter 5: On Modeling

We are in the early stages of developing a mathematical model for our sentinel
switch, an endeavor which we hope will ultimately be useful for future work that we
conduct. As touched on briefly in the introduction with the Repressilator system (Fig 21),
modeling helps to determine the long-term nature of a complex system based on starting
parameters, even predicting massive shifts in said long-term behavior12.

For our current approach we are working with simple differential equations, but it
is worth noting that modeling of biological processes is often done via probabilistic
methods such as the Gillespie algorithm, through network modeling, agent-based
modeling, and even, on occasion, with cellular automata12.
As a quick primer of the basics of modeling for genetic networks, specifically
with differential equations, we will once again look at Equation 1.1:
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Equation 1.1:

𝑑𝑝𝑖
𝑑𝑡

β

=

𝑛

1 + 𝑝𝑗

for ⅈ = {𝑍, 𝑋, 𝑌} & ⅉ = {𝑌, 𝑍, 𝑋}

As previously mentioned this approach generates a system of three equations. In
this model, we are only looking at protein production, or 𝐩. Following the principles laid
out by Uri Alon50 and Frank Gore in his 2014 MIT course on Systems Biology12, we
generally think of mRNA production, 𝐦, and protein production, 𝐩. The easiest way to
conceptualize this is seen in Fig 22, where we consider the genetic information passing
through physical states, mRNA and protein, treated as nodes with various directed edges
showing the generation or destruction of 𝐦 and 𝐩.

We can describe the change in population of those nodes by considering what
would constitute the edges. With our system, we must consider the processes of
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transcription and translation. We must also consider decay of these species populations
due to phenomena such as dilution and degradation of mRNAs and proteins.
When working in modeling, our parameter driving species flow between the
nodes are dimensionless: our parameters function as the summation of a variety of
factors. For example, when we consider transcription, we must focus on RNA
polymerase binding affinity, basal expression, promoter strength, all of which are
quantified using different units.
We will be using the following system of equations to explain mRNA production
and protein production:

Equations 5.1

𝑑𝑚
𝑑𝑡

= β𝑚 − γ𝑚𝑚 &

𝑑𝑝
𝑑𝑡

= β𝑝𝑚 − γ𝑝𝑝

where β𝑚 and β𝑝 describe the production rates of 𝐦 and 𝐩, and γ𝑚and γ𝑝 describe the
destructive rates of 𝐦 and 𝐩 where γ = γ𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − γ𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛,the time it takes for a
specific mRNA/protein to degrade or dilute from a system. Note that in our second
equation concerning protein production, 𝐦 is a critical component required for 𝐩
production. We can find the steady state values for this system by setting these
derivatives to zero and solving:

𝑚𝑠𝑡 =

β𝑚
γ𝑚

and

𝑝𝑠𝑡 =

β𝑚β𝑝
γ𝑚γ𝑝

.

From these steady state equations, we can see that a steady state protein/mRNA
production is directly proportional to our production rates and inversely proportional to
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our degradation rates. These generic equations will be used to explain our mRNA
production and protein production for our system50 .
Previously, we have proposed our ideal kill-switch bearing plasmid expressing
fluorescent

reporters,

pSentinelSwitch_fluor.

This

vector

carries

a

mCherry-Ptac-spacer-PBBaJ23100_RNAT_U6-sfGFP module encoding all the necessary elements
of the kill-switch. . Here, we have two specific mRNA and protein species in production,
mCherry and GFP. We therefore have two sets of equations:

Equations

𝑑𝑝𝑖
𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑚𝑖

5.2

𝑑𝑡

= ṁ = β𝑚 − γ𝑚 𝑚𝑖
𝑖

&

𝑖

= ṗ = β𝑝 𝑚𝑖 − γ𝑝 𝑝𝑖
𝑖

𝑖

where 𝐢 = mCherry or GFP.
We must now consider the dynamics of the respective parameters for mCherry
and GFP. Firstly, Ptac is a repressible promoter driving the expression of mCherry. In our
pSentinelSwitch_fluor system, there is no LacI present, so we do not need to consider
repression dynamics in β𝑚

(unless we introduce the maintenance module, which
𝑚𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑦

interacts at the Ptac level). Our PBBaJ23100_RNAT_U6 promoter expressing GFP mRNA lacks
repressors in any case. Our β𝑚 s for pSentinelSwitch_fluor will therefore only be
determined by relative promoter strengths as their transcription functions constitutively.
Likewise, respective γ s will be determined by finding the respective degradation and
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dilution rates for mCherry and GFP mRNAs and proteins. β𝑝

is an arbitrary value as

𝑚𝐶ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑦

translation is constitutive, and β𝑝

is therefore the only parameter with some complexity.

𝐺𝐹𝑃

This is due to the presence of our RNAT. Thinking of these RNATs in a purely Boolean
sense where the RNAT is either ON, enabling translation, or OFF, preventing translation,
we can approximate this behavior with the step function:
Equation 5.3

𝑓(𝑥) = β𝑝 θ (𝑥 < 37),

θ = {0, 1}

𝐺𝐹𝑃

Simply put, there will be no GFP production below 37°C and maximal GFP
production above 37°C. θis conditional on the value of 𝑥, the temperature in Celsius.
Note that we are not considering any sort of leakiness or basal protein production at a
non-permissive temperature at this time.
As a final note, for modeling pSentinelSwitch_fluor, we do not need to consider
the epigenetic dynamics integral to our sentinel switch as the RM system is not in place.
Next, let’s look at our model for the pSentinelSwitch. This includes our RM
system and as a result, EcoRI and EcoRI.M (the cognate MTase of EcoRI)in place of
mCherry and GFP. The equations summarizing mRNA and protein production are
essentially identical, with the only major difference being that we would use degradation
and dilution rates for the proper species, our RM system:
Equations 5.4

ṁ = β𝑚 − γ𝑚 𝑚𝑖 & ṗ = β𝑝 𝑚𝑖 − γ𝑝 𝑝𝑖
𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

where 𝐢 = ecoRI or ecoRI.M.
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𝑖

Now let us consider our epigenetic dynamics, the crux of our system. We will
approach this process through an enzymological lens as we are looking at competing
enzymes with a substrate. Our substrate is the DNA recognition site for EcoRI and
EcoRI.M which compete for access. The product of EcoRI catalysis is a restriction cut in
the targetsite, which would increase the probability of cell death. The product of
EcoRI.M catalysis would be a methylated restriction site, preventing access of EcoRI. We
can therefore consider the following reactions,
Equations 5.5

𝐴→𝐵 & 𝐴→𝐶

where 𝐀 represents the restriction site in its initial state, 𝐁 represents methylation of the
restriction site, and 𝐂 represents the digestion of the restriction site. The transitions of
these species is determined by the 𝐩 value of EcoRI and EcoRI.M respectively as well as
Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The process of methylation and digestion will be termed 𝕓
and 𝕔, respectively. These values will be elucidated via observing the kinetics,
Equations

5.5a

𝑀 + 𝐴 ↔ 𝑀𝐴 → 𝑀 + 𝐵

&

𝑅 + 𝐴 ↔ 𝑅𝐴 → 𝑀 + 𝐶
where 𝐌 represents EcoRI.M (MTase) and 𝐑 represents EcoRI (REase). We should also
consider the fact that these enzymes are actively competing for the same sites. Based on
these equations, we would derive the Michaelis-Menton equations for the respective
reactions:
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Equation 5.6

𝑉0 =
𝑖

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 [𝐴]
𝑖

𝐾𝑀 + [𝐴]
𝑖

where 𝐢 = 𝐌, 𝐑. From this, we can see that the only parameter in our case that matters is
the 𝐾𝑀 , or the Michaelis-Menten constant, indicating the [𝐴] at

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥
2

or. Note that the

velocity values indicate the production of our products, 𝐁 and 𝐂 based on their respective
reactions. We can further assume that the 𝐾𝑀 <<<<<< 𝐾𝑀 due to the fact that when
𝐌

𝐑

these enzymes compete for the restriction site EcoRI.M needs to outcompete EcoRI,
otherwise, the cells would die due to genome fragmentation. This means that 𝕓 and 𝕔 are
equivalent to ṗ multiplied by some 𝐾𝐷 or disassociation constant. This gives us
𝑖

Equations 5.7

Ḃ

= 𝕓𝐴

and

Ċ

= 𝕔𝐴

where 𝐴 is roughly 500 or so, the amount of EcoRI digestion sites within the
genome of our strains. These equations will describe the methylation rates and cut rates
based on the amount of sites present. Note that the model itself is pretty simplistic as the
kill-switch functions as a literal switch. There is also no time-lag within these equations
or in our model thus far.
Having described our model for pSentinelSwitch_fluor and pSentinelSwitch, I
would like to make one extra modification to our system. We thus far have been treating
β𝑝 and β𝑝 as a simple step function as seen in Equation 5.3. We will make a minor
𝐺𝐹𝑃

𝐌

adjustment and include a basal level of translation, α0 to account for the leakiness of our
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system at non-permissive temperatures (<37C) as well as 𝕚, or relative RNAT induction
rate, giving us:
Equation S.8

𝑓(𝑥) = β𝑝 θ𝕚 + α0
𝐌

(𝑥 < 37),

θ = {0, 1}

𝑝𝐌

Please note that RNAT translation repression doesn’t follow typical repression
patterns due to the fact that RNATs function primarily as switches.
Our final model is of pSentinelSwitch_Maintenance module. This is our
mCherry-Ptac-spacer-PBBaJ23100_RNAT_U6-sfGFP with an included maintenance module,
lacI-PtetO--PtetR-TetR. In the desired behavior of this system, TetR will be constitutively
produced inhibiting PtetO thus preventing production of LacI. With no LacI to bind to and
repress Ptac- our sentinel switch will function as normal. But with the addition of aTC,
TetR cannot prevent the production of LacI and the sentinel switch is inhibited regardless
of temperature as EcoRI cannot be produced.
First, let’s begin with our epigenetic equations, Equations 5.7. They will remain
the same as there is no major change to our epigenetic dynamic. The primary change
comes in the form of repression, so we will very briefly cover the basics of repressors and
their influences to transcription. To include repression, we will consider 𝐷, the
concentration of unoccupied promoter,𝑅 , the concentration of repressor, and 𝐾𝑑, the
disassociation constant where 𝐾𝑑 =

𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑣
𝑘𝑓𝑜𝑟

.

This will give us the equations

𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐷 + 𝐷𝑜𝑐𝑐as well as 𝑘𝑓𝑜𝑟𝐷𝑅 = 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑣𝐷𝑜𝑐𝑐
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from which we can find the

concentration of unoccupied binding sites,

𝐷
𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡

=

1

. From these expressions,

12

1 + 𝑅/𝐾𝑑

we can obtain our production rate as a function of repressor:

Equation 5.9

β(𝑅) =

β0
1 + 𝑅/𝐾𝑑

where β0is the maximal expression level. If we wish to include basal expression
(leakiness), we can simply add α0 to Equation 5.9. However, we can also treat this
repression in a Boolean sense via:

Equation 5.10

𝑓(𝑥) = β𝑚 θ + α0

(𝑥 < 𝑅/𝐾𝑑),

θ = {0, 1}

In other words, there will almost always be repression of transcription in the presence of
a repressor.
Now with some knowledge of repressor dynamics, we can observe our new
system of equations:
Equations 5.11

ṁ = β𝑚 − γ𝑚 𝑚𝑖 & ṗ = β𝑝 𝑚𝑖 − γ𝑝 𝑝𝑖
𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

where 𝐢 = EcoRI(𝑹) , EcoRI.M (𝑴), LacI (𝑳), and TetR (𝑻). This is simple enough, so we
only need to look over our parameters,β𝑚 , γ𝑚 ,β𝑝 , and γ𝑝 for our four sets of equations.
𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

For 𝑴, parameters will be the same as previously discussed and as found in Equation
5.8. For 𝑻, parameters will also be simple and obtainable values as well as this is no
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repression within the system. In 𝑳, β𝑚 is altered due to TetR repression. will also be
𝑖

represented by a step function due to its dependence on the presence of aTc:
Equation

5.12

β𝑚 ≡ 𝑓(𝑥) = β𝑚 θ + α0

(𝑥 < 0),

θ = { β(Ṫ), 0 }

𝑳

where β(𝑅) is found in Equation 5.9 and 𝑥 is equivalent to the concentration of aTc.
Finally, in 𝑹, β𝑚 will be repressed if LacI is present which only happens in the presence
𝑖

of aTC. We can therefore describe β𝑚 as
𝑹

Equation 5.13

β𝑚 ≡ 𝑓(𝑥) = β𝑚 θ + α0

(𝑥 < 0),

θ = { 0, β(𝐿̇) }

𝑹

With this equation, we have satisfactorily laid out our dimensionless equations for
our three systems: our fluorescent sentinel switch, our normal sentinel switch, and our
sentinel switch with the maintenance model present.
To further analyse our system, we will need to solve for fixed points or steady
state values and perform linear stability analysis. This is done by approximating a
nonlinear dynamical system by its First Order Taylor series near our steady-state points,
setting it up as a Jacobian Matrix, and computing the eigenvalues of our Jacobian
Matrix12. Based on a set of rules and our eigenvalues, we can determine if our system is
linearly stable, linearly unstable, oscillatory, or bifurcating based on the stability of our
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fixed point. Given that this is not our expertise we might start a collaboration with an
expert in modeling, linear algebra and vector calculus.
Using modeling to approximate our system will be of great use when deciding
which particular promoters we want to use. Furthermore, we can also generate RNAT
induction rates and basal translation levels due to RNAT leakiness, and this model will
help us understand how our different RNATs will work within the same system.
Especially since these RNATs do not have catalogued features in terms of strength of
induction or repression, generating relative values for parameters would be beneficial to
RNAT research in general.
Our next steps will be to obtain values for the aforementioned parameters and
then solve these systems of equations in a standard programming language such as R or
Python so we can visually observe their behavior. We could also use packages in these
languages to perform linear stability analysis as well. We are extremely confident in the
utility of this model as we begin to use different promoters and genes while
simultaneously studying the behavior of our novel RNATs in our sentinel switch
framework. Such a model will also serve as a gateway for other types of modeling, such
as a probabilistic system.
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CONCLUSIONS
Chapter 6— Conclusions and Future Directions
In this study, we describe a comprehensive step-by-step strategy to construct a
family of modular epigenetic kill-switches, called sentinel switches, triggering cell death
in response to a temperature change. Even though we have yet to construct a final
operative vector containing all the elements of the sentinel switch, we have set a solid
base for its development as well as for the design and construction of novel modular
genetic circuits programmed to trigger responses based on physical stimuli. We have
fulfilled many of the initial objectives we established a the beginning of the project:
●

We have created a family of vectors, pUCA2C and pUCA4A, following the

pSentinelSwitch_fluor design. These vectors contain PBBaJ23100-RNAT-sfGFP modules that
express GFP under permissive temperatures (>37°C). The plasmids are also equipped
with a constitutive promoter expressing mCherry.
●

We have assembled and tested the functionality of an array of PBBaJ23100-RNAT-sfGFP

modules. We have described how each RNAT affects the strength of GFP expression at
37°C and provides a different basal expression at 20°C.
●

We have assembled and characterized chimeric RNAT (ChRNAT) resulting from

the merge of regions of two existing RNATs. Despite our initial reservations with these
constructions we have validated the functionality of some of them, which opens a new
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avenue for the construction of novel RNA thermometers and contributes to our
understanding of these regulatory elements.
●

We have cloned ecoRI.M, the gene encoding the cognate MTase of the EcoRI

restriction-modification

system,

in

our

pSentinelSwitch_fluor

chassis

(pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2) and generated preliminary data suggesting its expression
protects dsDNA target sequences from digestion by EcoRI. We have further generated
data that suggests Col2’s EcoRI expression is temperature-dependent.
In the near future, we will repeat and verify the results of our MTase expressed in
NEB5α (pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2). We will then modify the vector to remove mCherry
and replace it by ecoRI. The resulting pSentinelSwitch vector will be transformed into
both NEB5α and MG1655 strains. NEB5α / MG1655 pSentinelSwitch strains will be
cultured at 20°C and 37°C. An analysis of viable cells will be performed every hour. We
expect to find a decreased survivability on the strains grown an 20°C, in which the
kill-switch mechanism will have been triggered by the incubation temperature: at 20°C
the RNAT does not permit MTase translation, the cells divides, the new genome is not
protected from EcoRI, and the cell dies. In parallel to the assay of the kill-switch as
explained above we will transform the maintenance module lacI-PtetO-PtetR-tetR carried in
the pCKTRBS-LacIwt vector to obtain NEB5α / MG1655 (pSentinelSwitch,
pCKTRBS-LacIwt) strains.
This module adds a layer of control to the kill-switch, inserting a chemical
dependency to aTc: the kill-switch cannot be triggered below 37°C if aTc is present in the
culture media. The objective is to simplify working in the lab with the strains carrying the
kill-switch preventing accidental death of the strains if the temperature drops and the
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kill-switch gets accidentally triggered. The maintenance module is designed so that the
absence of aTc enables the triggering of the kill-switch, so that if the strain would be
accidentally released from the lab the kill-switch would be operative, given the reduced
chance of finding Tc or aTc in the environment.
This basic kill-switch designed in this project is just the beginning, a starting point
for what could prove to be a new and versatile tool for the synthetic biologist: RNATs.
Our work demonstrates the capabilities of such an underutilized method for translational
repression as the RNATs are. Circuit design in synthetic biology is mostly based on
transcriptional regulators3,11 barred the occasional use of riboswitches 35. Our sentinel
switch leverages transcriptional regulation for the maintenance module but the
fundamental element of the switch is the RNAT, a true post-transcriptional regulatory
element. The incorporation of these alternative regulators has an enormous potential for
circuitry design adding a new regulatory layer that the bioengineer can leverage to
achieve his/her desired goals. Our work modeling the behavior of the sentinel switch is
another move in the same direction.
A very exciting project as a result of this research would be the cataloging of any
RNAT we have deemed successful, that is, showed some signal induction and some
repression based on the temperature. Continuing to test the functionality of reported
natural and chimeric RNATs enables the accruing of information on such an understudied
regulatory element, including parametric data such as relative signal induction rate and
relative RNAT basal expression (leakiness), fundamental for future circuitry design. We
will also test RNATs at a variety of temperatures, expanding the panoply of thermometers
beyond 37°C.
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RNATs are generally thought of as functionally Boolean, but certain examples,
such as ROSE RNATs, for example, exhibit hairpin melting at multiple temperatures.
Measurements at more unique temperature points would provide critical data, especially
for some of our chimeric RNATs whose behavior is unpredictable. RNAT
parameterization will have a direct use in modeling. Through examining the system’s
steady states and behavior, valuable information can be obtained on RNAT dynamics.
Such modeling is also integral to system optimization, a process dear to circuitry design.
.

The modularity of the sentinel switch enables to tune the expression of every

single component: RNAT with inferior basal expression or with a wider range of
temperatures can substitute the current ones, alternative RM systems can be assayed
based on their respective KDs and the abundance of target sites in the host strain,
transcriptional strength and repression can be modulated depending on the promoters of
choice and in their operator boxes. We can also insert our sentinel switch in the bacterial
genome rather than in a plasmid experimenting with a single copy approach.

We can also use this proof-of-concept as a blueprint to produce more elaborate
kill-switches. One of our objectives is to focus the kill-switch on the destruction of
synthetically designed regions of a bacterial genome upon meeting certain criteria. Such a
kill-switch would be very useful to protect proprietary circuits as well as intellectual
property with the benefit of being ethically sound as well since it would still prevent the
accidental release of engineered bacteria to the environment. Kill-switches provide a
biological safety net for strain control, and we expect that in the future biologically
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engineered strains will have kill-switches within them by default, in order to protect
biotechnological assets while simultaneously protecting nature. While external safety
features are fundamental, we consider internal safety features a desirable and necessary
trait.
Another future direction for this project will be the design of sentinel switches
optimized for non-model bacteria. Although synthetic biology is mostly performed in E.
coli, plenty of other microbes are of interest. The same logic system implemented in the
design of kill-switches will also extend to single-celled eukaryotes such as yeast, key for
bioproduction of multiple nutritional products and other chemicals, or even protists. From
a bioengineering perspective, it would be extremely useful to index and normalize
kill-switches making them commonplace in research providing templates for their
expanded use in any microorganism.
The use of restriction-modification systems in the sentinel switch further provides
an avenue for epigenetic circuitry. This feature sets our kill-switch apart from other
toxin-based genetic networks leveraging protein activities widespread in bacteria. This
bioinspired approach has the advantage of retooling an evolutionarily true and tested
system. This makes it easier for us to obtain a finalized product as well as avoid this
potential for the biosynthetic construct to be targeted by the bacteria by its own inherent
RM system. We want our plasmid to be retained, not treated as xenobiotic.
Understandably, most synthetic genetic circuits rely on generation of protein.
These proteins then perform some sort of action, such as serving as a reporter or
facilitating production of a certain molecule like insulin. Even our sentinel switch is tied
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to protein production. Yet on top of this protein production, we have a further layer of
epigenetic interaction. In pulling away from a Central Dogma-focused view of circuitry
design, we can observe the exciting potential of epigenetic interactions and trans-acting
elements. Such features enable more complex circuitry design, enabling the deployment
of circuits that are one step closer in complexity to those found in life.
While we have to finish our sentinel switch, we have evidence to suggest that we
have RNATs that can govern protein production based on temperature. We have further
shown that this RNAT can modulate methylation based on temperature. The sentinel
switch, an epigenetic kill-switch, will be the one of the first circuits with RNATs used as
a regulatory element, and will further be one of the first epigenetic circuits. Such frontier
research will aid in the push for kill-switches in strain engineering while providing a ripe
avenue for studying RNATs, furthering their potential in synthetic biology, biotechnology,
and even in the therapeutics of studying bacterial infection via RNAT-driven virulence
activation.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX I: Information concerning RNATs found in Literature
This appendix presents the sequence for every RNAT included in this work as well as key
parameters relative to the RNAT secondary structure as calculated using the IDT
OligoAnalyzer tool (Materials and Methods, Appendix V)
IDT OligoAnalyzer default parameters:
[Oligo] = 0.25 uM
[Na+] = 50 mM
[Mg2+] = 0 mM
[dNTPs] = 0 mM

>Samonella_FourU_agsA_65_bp 38
5’-GGACAAGCAAUGCUUGCCUUGAUGUUGAACUUUUGAAUAGUGAUUCAG
GAGGUUAAUGAUGGCAC-3’
+1, RBS, Start codon
LENGTH

65

GC CONTENT

41.5 %

MELT TEMP

63.3 ºC

MOLECULAR
WEIGHT

19907.6 g/mole

EXTINCTION
COEFFICIENT

612100 L/(mole·cm)

nmole/OD260:

1.63

µg/OD260:

32.52

ΔG (kcal.mole-1)Tm (oC)
-23.73

ΔH (kcal.mole-1) ΔS (cal.K-1mole-1)

74.7

-166.1

62

-477.51

-->Yersinia_FourU_lcrF_123_bp_LONG 51
5’-GUGAUUUAUUAUAUUGGUUUUGGUUGCAUUAAUCGAUGGUUGUACAUC
GCACGCAUAAUAACUCAAUACACCUCAUUAGAUAAAUAUAUACAAGUUUU
AGAUUUUUAGGACAGUAUAACAUUUAUGGCAUCAC
…-3’
LENGTH

133

63

GC
CONTENT

30.1 %

MELT TEMP

64.8 ºC

MOLECULA
R WEIGHT

40322.3 g/mole

EXTINCTIO
N
COEFFICIEN
T

1257400 L/(mole·cm)

nmole/OD260:

0.8

µg/OD260:

32.07

ΔG
(kcal.mole-1)
-31.81

Tm (oC)

ΔH (kcal.mole-1)

ΔS (cal.K-1mole-1)

60.6

-298

-892.79
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>Yersinia_FourU_lcrF_68_bp_SHORT 51
5’-GUGAUUUAUUAUACACCUCAUUAGAUAAAUAUAUACAAGUUUUAGAUU
UUUAGGACAGUAUAACAUUUAUGGCAUCAC…-3’
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Common region to LONG and short, +1, RBS, Start codon
LENGTH

78

GC CONTENT

25.6 %

MELT TEMP

59.6 ºC

MOLECULAR
WEIGHT

23596.9 g/mole

EXTINCTION
COEFFICIENT

749700 L/(mole·cm)

nmole/OD260:

1.33

µg/OD260:

31.48

ΔG (kcal.mole-1)
-16.35

Tm (oC)

ΔH (kcal.mole-1)

ΔS
(cal.K-1mole-1)
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-151.8

-454.3

66

-->MiniROSE_106_bp

52

67

5’- GCCGCGACAAGCGGUCCGGGCGCCCUAGGGGCCCGGGGGGAGACGGGCG
CCGGAGGUGUCCGACGCCUGCUCGUACCCAUCUUGCUCCUUGGAGGAUUUG
GCUAUGAGG-3’
LENGTH

109

GC CONTENT

70.6 %

MELT TEMP

73.8 ºC

MOLECULAR
WEIGHT

33574.2 g/mole

EXTINCTION
COEFFICIENT

983400 L/(mole·cm)

nmole/OD260:

1.02

µg/OD260:

34.14

ΔG
Tm (oC)
(kcal.mole1
)
-60.02

85.9

ΔH (kcal.mole-1)

-353.6

68

ΔS (cal.K-1mole-1)

-984.68

>MicroROSE_97_bp

52

69

5’GCCGCGACAAGCGGUCCGGGCGCCCUAGGGGCCCGGGGGGAGACGGGCGCC
GGAGGUGUCCGACGCCUGCCAUCUUGCUCCUUGGAGGAUUUGGAUGAGG -3
’
DESIGN NOTE: Given that the ATG of the gene downstream of the thermometer is
included in the stem, we will include the first amino acid in our reporter gene.
LENGTH

100

GC CONTENT

72 %

MELT TEMP

77 ºC

MOLECULAR WEIGHT

30904.6 g/mole

EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT

910300 L/(mole·cm)

nmole/OD260:

1.1

µg/OD260:

33.95

--ΔG
(kcal
.mol
e-1)

Tm (o
C)

ΔH
(kcal.mole-1)

ΔS (cal.K-1mole-1)

-24.6
8

65.3

-207.3

-612.51
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>Escherichia_ROSE_ibpA_100_bp

53

71

5’-GUAGCCGAUGAGGACGCGCCUGAUGGGUGUUCUGGCUACCUGACCUGUC
CAUUGUGGAAGGAAGGUCUUACAUUCUCGCUGAUUUCAGGAGCUAUUGAU
UAUGCGU-3’
+1, RBS, Start codon
LENGTH

106

GC CONTENT

50.9 %

MELT TEMP

72.4 ºC

MOLECULAR
WEIGHT

32384.3 g/mole

EXTINCTION
COEFFICIENT

962700 L/(mole·cm)

nmole/OD260:

1.04

µg/OD260:

33.64

ΔG (kcal.mole-1)
-8.59

Tm (oC)
41

ΔH (kcal.mole-1)

ΔS
(cal.K-1mole-1)

-168.6

-536.68

72

-->Synechocistis_hsp17_46_bp 54
5’- AUUCAAGGGUAAUCAAAUUCCUUCCACACAUCAGGAGUUAACAUUAUG
UCU -3’
73

+1, RBS, Start codon
DESIGN NOTE: Given that the AUG of the gene downstream of the thermometer is
included in the stem, we will include the first amino acid in our reporter gene.
LENGTH

51

GC CONTENT

35.3 %

MELT TEMP

64.5 ºC

MOLECULAR
WEIGHT

15390.8 g/mole

EXTINCTION
COEFFICIENT

482500 L/(mole·cm)

nmole/OD260:

2.07

µg/OD260:

31.9

ΔG
(kcal.mole-1)

Tm (oC)

ΔH
(kcal.mole-1)

ΔS (cal.K-1mole-1)

-0.66

33.2

-24.6

-80.3
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--> Anabaena_variabilis_avashort_58_bp 55
5’- AAGAUUAAAGCCUGGAAGCGAUUCGCAGGAAAACCUUAGAGGAGUCAA
AGAUAUGACA-3’
75

+1, RBS, Start codon
LENGTH

58

GC CONTENT

41.4 %

MELT TEMP

67.8 ºC

MOLECULAR
WEIGHT

17897.5 g/mole

EXTINCTION
COEFFICIENT

591700 L/(mole·cm)

nmole/OD260:

1.69

µg/OD260:

30.25

ΔG (kcal.mole-1) Tm (oC)

-7.44

45.4

ΔH (kcal.mole-1)ΔS (cal.K-1mole-1)

-116

76

-364.12

>Anabaena_variabilis_avalong_modif_64_bp 55
5’GAAGGAGCUAGAGAUAAUAGCCUUCUGAUAAGCAAAUGUUGCAUUUUAGA
GGGAUAUUAUGGCA-3’
77

+1, RBS, Start codon
DESIGN NOTE: Given that the AUG of the gene downstream of the thermometer is
included in the stem, we will include the first amino acid in our reporter gene.
LENGTH

64

GC CONTENT

37.5 %

MELT TEMP

66.5 ºC

MOLECULAR
WEIGHT

19672.5 g/mole

EXTINCTION
COEFFICIENT

631600 L/(mole·cm)

nmole/OD260:

1.58

µg/OD260:

31.15

ΔG
(kcal.mole-1)

Tm (oC) ΔH (kcal.mole-1)

ΔS (cal.K-1mole-1)

-4.92

46.4

-229.67

-73.4

78

-->Thermosynechococcus_elongatus_hspA_modif_132_bp 55
5’- GGGUAGAGGGAAUCAGCCCAAGUCACGAGCAAAGGCAAUACAAGCAAA
UUUAGUUGUUGGUGCUGUUCUCUCUGUCAACCAUCCCGCGGGCAAUCUAA
AACUAAAACGAUACAGGAGGAUAAGCGUAUGGCA-3’
79

+1, RBS, Start codon
LENGTH

132

GC CONTENT

47 %

MELT TEMP

72 ºC

MOLECULAR
WEIGHT

40530.8 g/mole

EXTINCTION
COEFFICIENT

1277500 L/(mole·cm)

nmole/OD260:

0.78

µg/OD260:

31.73

ΔG (kcal.mole-1)
-6.58

Tm (oC) ΔH (kcal.mole-1)

ΔS (cal.K-1mole-1)

39.6

-449.86

-140.7

80

-->Escherichia_coli_rpoH_22_bp 56
5’- AUCGAUUGAGAGGAUUUGAAUG-3’
+1, RBS, Start codon

81

LENGTH

22

GC CONTENT

36.4 %

MELT TEMP

50.6 ºC

MOLECULAR
WEIGHT

6755.3 g/mole

EXTINCTION
COEFFICIENT

219000 L/(mole·cm)

nmole/OD260:

4.57

µg/OD260:

30.85

ΔG
(kcal.mo
le-1)

Tm (oC)

ΔH (kcal.mole-1)

ΔS (cal.K-1mole-1)

0.75

11.5

-15.9

-55.85

82

>Vibrio_cholerae_FourU_toxU_69_bp_LONG 57
5’-UCGAUUUUAAGAUAACUUUACGUGGAUGGCUCUCUGCGUUUAUUUAUA
UAUCUUCAGAGUAGUUCGCUUAUG-3’
>Vibrio_cholerae_FourU_toxU_52_bp_SHORT 57

83

5’-UCGAUUUUAAGAUAACUUUUUAUUUAUAUAUCUUCAGAGUAGUUCGCU
UAUG-3’
Common region to LONG and short, +1, RBS, Start codon
LENGTH

72

GC CONTENT

34.7 %

MELT TEMP

66.2 ºC

MOLECULAR
WEIGHT

21734.6 g/mole

EXTINCTION
COEFFICIENT

648900 L/(mole·cm)

nmole/OD260:

1.54

µg/OD260:

33.49

ΔG
(kcal.mole-1)

Tm (o
C)

ΔH (kcal.mole-1)

ΔS (cal.K-1mole-1)

-2.55

36.7

-67.5

-217.84

84

>Neisseria_meningitidis_CssA_109_bp_LONG 58
5’-GGCCUAAUUAUAGCACUUAAUCGAAAUAAAUUUAUGAGUACGUAGAGU
AUAAUUAGUAUUCUUCUUUCCAACUUCCUUAUACUUAUAUACUUUAGAUU
CUAAAAUCAUG-3’
+1, RBS, Start codon
85

LENGTH

109

GC
CONTENT

26.6 %

MELT TEMP

66.8 ºC

MOLECULAR
WEIGHT

32870.7 g/mole

EXTINCTION
COEFFICIEN
T

1024600 L/(mole·cm)

nmole/OD260:

0.98

µg/OD260:

32.08

ΔG (kcal.mole-1)

-3.25

Tm (oC)

ΔH (kcal.mole-1)

31.6

-150.1
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ΔS (cal.K-1mole-1)

-492.53

>Leptospira_interrogans_LigA_modif.1_60_bp_LONG 59
5’-ACAAAAUGAAAACUUCAAAUAAAACAAUUAGAGUGAGUGUUUAUGAAG
AAAAUAUUUUGU -3’
+1, RBS, Start codon

87

LENGTH

60

GC CONTENT

21.7 %

MELT TEMP

62.2 ºC

MOLECULAR
WEIGHT

18363.7 g/mole

EXTINCTION
COEFFICIENT

611700 L/(mole·cm)

nmole/OD260:

1.63

µg/OD260:

30.02

ΔG (kcal.mole-1) Tm (oC) ΔH (kcal.mole-1) ΔS (cal.K-1mole-1)

-3.07

36.6

-81.7

88

-263.74

>Leptospira_interrogans_LigA_modif.2_36_bp_LONG

59

5’- CUUUGUCAAAUAAAACAAUUAGAGUGAGUGUUUAUGACA-3’
+1, RBS, Start codon
89

DESIGN NOTE: Given that the AUG of the gene downstream of the thermometer is
included in the stem, we will include the first amino acid in our reporter gene.
LENGTH

36

GC CONTENT

27.8 %

MELT TEMP

57.3 ºC

MOLECULAR
WEIGHT

1 1000 g/mole

EXTINCTION
COEFFICIENT

363900 L/(mole·cm)

nmole/OD260:

2.75

µg/OD260:

30.23

ΔG (kcal.mole-1)

Tm (oC) ΔH ( kcal.mole- 1)

ΔS ( cal.K-1mole-1)

32.8

-251

-1.97

-76.8

90
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APPENDIX II: List of promoters and oligonucleotides

AIIa Alternative promoters to drive mCherry transcription in place of Ptac
In our quest to minimize basal expression of mCherry/EcoRI, we have started the
construction of alternative pSentinelSwitch_fluor vectors substituting the Ptac promoter.
In the near future we will modify pUCA4A-D and pUCA2C to test the transcriptional
strength of these collection promoters.
Testing alternative promoters is a testament to the modular design of the sentinel
switch and its adaptability. Alternative promoters enable to finely tune the expression of
the key proteins of the circuit making the system more adaptable to different genetic
backgrounds where higher or lower expression levels of mCherry/REase and GFP/MTase
might be needed.
We will follow the divergent PCR cloning strategy outlined in (Fig 16) to
assemble pUCA4A-D and pUCA2C derivatives, as well as the most advanced version of
pSentinelSwitch_fluor we have available at the time, bearing these alternative promoters
driving mCherry expression. The next step will be to perform this experiment again.

Promoter-SD-mCherry
oligonucleotides

Sequence 5’- 3’
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BBa_J23117-SD-5.mCherry

ttgagctagctcagtcctagggattgtgctagctgacctaagga
ggtaaataATGGTTTCCAAGGGCGAGGAGG
ATAACATG

BBa_K823013-SD-5.mCherry

ttgacagctagctcagtcctagggattgtgctagctgacctaag
gaggtaaataATGGTTTCCAAGGGCGAGGA
GGATAACATG

BBa_M13101-SD-5.mCherry

cctgtttttatgttattctctctgtaaaggtgacctaaggaggtaaa
taATGGTTTCCAAGGGCGAGGAGGATAA
CATG

BBa_acrDp2-SD-5.mCherry

tctccacgattggctcgtaccttgccgctacagtgaagcatgac
ctaaggaggtaaataATGGTTTCCAAGGGCGA
GGAGGATAACATG

BBa_astCp2-SD-5.mCherry

tatcactggctggcacgaaccctgcaatctacatttatgacctaa
ggaggtaaataATGGTTTCCAAGGGCGAGGA
GGATAACATG

BBa_ispFp3-SD-5.mCherry

caacggcttatggcacgcgctgacgccgcaatttttctgaccta
aggaggtaaataATGGTTTCCAAGGGCGAGG
AGGATAACATG

BBa_patAp-SD-5.mCherry

gcagccggagtggcgcaatccctgcaatacttaaatctgaccta
aggaggtaaataATGGTTTCCAAGGGCGAGG
AGGATAACATG
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AIIb- Primers used for RNAT construction
Below is a primer list with the respective names of all primers used, the sequence
from 5’to 3’, the length of the primers, and melting temperature of primers.
We split the sequence of the new RNATs in two and incorporated each half as a
tail to divergent oligonucleotides, one of them hybridizing on the 5’ end of GFP and the
second one on the spacer sequence. This way, the result of the divergent PCR will be a
linear product that, once ligated to itself, would reconstitute a template plasmid
derivative. For example, GFP_5_FourU_agsA_65_OP0007 functions as a forward
primer, and BBa_J231000_3_FourU_agsA_65_OP0008 would function as its reverse
primer.

Name

Sequence (5’, then
3’)

Length

Tm (IDT)

GFP_5’_U6

/5PHOS/AAAAAAA
AAAAATAAGGAG
ATAAATAATGCGT 62
AAAGGCGAAGAG
CTGTTCACTGG

63.9

GFP_3’_pUC

TTGGCGGGTGTCG
GGGCTGGCTTAAT
TATTTGTACAGTT 63
CATCCATACCATG
CGTGATGCCCG

64.6

mCherry-Inter_F1

TATCCTCCTCGCC
CTTGGAAACCATT 33
ATTTACC

62.3

Inter-U6_3’

TTTTTTTTTTTTTA
CTAGTGAAGGAG
45
AGGATGCTAGCAC
TGTACC

62.9

mCherry_3’_pUC

AGCTCACTCATTA
54
GGCACCCCAGGC

60.3

94

TTATTTGTACAGC
TCATCCATGCCAC
CGG
mCherry_F1

ATGGTTTCCAAGG
GCGAGGAGGATA 27
AC

62.1

pUC_F1

TTAAGCCAGCCCC
20
GACACCC

60.3

pUC_R1

GCCTGGGGTGCCT
AATGAGTGAGCTA 27
AC

62.1

GFP_5_OP0001

ATGCGTAAAGGCG
AAGAGCTGTTCA
C

26

61.3

GFP_3_OP0002

TTATTTGTACAGT
TCATCCATACCAT
GCGTGAT

33

59.6

GFP_5_OP0003

AAAGGCGAAGAG
CTGTTCACTGGTT
TC

27

61.2

pUCJ_SeqR1_5_OP0 TTAAGCCAGCCCC
004
GACACC

19

60.3

BBa_J231000_3_OP gctagcactgtacctaggact
0005
gagc

25

60.2

pUCJ_SeqF1_5_OP0 CCAATACGCAAAC
006
CGCCTCTCC

23

60.7

TTGATGTTGAACT
TTTGAATAGTGAT
TCAGGAGGTTAAT
GATGCGTAAAGGC
GFP_5_FourU_agsA GAAGAGCTGTTC
_65_OP0007
AC

66

61.3

CTATTCAAAAGTT
CAACATCAAGGC
BBa_J231000_3_Fou AAGCATTGCTTGT
rU_agsA_65_OP000 CCgctagcactgtacctag
8
gactgagc

66

60.2

CGCATAATAACTC
GFP_5_FourU_lcrF_ AATACACCTCATT
AGATAAATATATAC
123_OP0009

98

61.3

95

AAGTTTTAGATTT
TTAGGACAGTATA
ACATTTATGCGTA
AAGGCGAAGAGC
TGTTCAC
TGAGGTGTATTGA
GTTATTATGCGTG
CGATGTACAACCA
TCGATTAATGCAA
BBa_J231000_3_Fou CCAAAACCAATAT
rU_lcrF_123_OP001 AATAAATCACgctag
0
cactgtacctaggactgagc

101

AATATATACAAGT
TTTAGATTTTTAG
GFP_5_
GACAGTATAACAT
FourU_lcrF_68_OP0
TTATGCGTAAAGG
011
CGAAGAGCTGTT
CAC

67

AAAAATCTAAAAC
TTGTATATATTTAT
BBa_J231000_3_Fou CTAATGAGGTGTA
rU_lcrF_68_OP0012 TAATAAATCACgcta
gcactgtacctaggactgag
c

76

60.2

61.3

60.2

GGGGAGACGGGC
GCCGGAGGTGTC
CGACGCCTGCTCG
GFP_5_MiniROSE_1 TACCCATCTTGCT
CCTTGGAGGATTT
06_OP0013
GGCTATGAGGAA
AGGCGAAGAGCT
GTTCACTGGTTTC

100

61.2

GACACCTCCGGC
GCCCGTCTCCCCC
CGGGCCCCTAGG
GCGCCCGGACCG
CTTGTCGCGGCgct
BBa_J231000_3_Min agcactgtacctaggactga
iROSE_106_OP0014 gc

86

60.2

CCGGGGGGAGAC
GGGCGCCGGAGG
GFP_5_MiniROSE_9 TGTCCGACGCCTG
7_OP00015
CCATCTTGCTCCT

95

61.2

96

TGGAGGATTTGGA
TGAGGAAAGGCG
AAGAGCTGTTCA
CTGGTTTC
CCTCCGGCGCCCG
TCTCCCCCCGGGC
CCCTAGGGCGCCC
GGACCGCTTGTCG
BBa_J231000_3_Min CGGCgctagcactgtacc
iROSE_97_OP00016 taggactgag

80

60.2

GGCTACCTGACCT
GTCCATTGTGGAA
GGAAGGTCTTACA
TTCTCGCTGATTT
CAGGAGCTATTGA
TTATGCGTAAAGG
GFP_5_ROSE_ibpA CGAAGAGCTGTT
_100_OP00017
CAC

93

61.3

CCACAATGGACA
GGTCAGGTAGCC
AGAACACCCATC
BBa_J231000_3_RO AGGCGCGTCCTC
SE_ibpA_100_OP00 ATCGGCTACgctagc
018
actgtacctaggactgagc

82

60.2

GTAATCAAATTCC
TTCCACACATCAG
GAGTTAACATTAT
GFP_5_Syne_hsp17_ GCGTAAAGGCGA
AGAGCTGTTCAC
46_OP00019

64

61.3

GATGTGTGGAAG
BBa_J231000_3_Syn GAATTTGATTACC
e_hsp17_46_OP0002 CTTGAATgctagcactg
0
tacctaggactgagc

57

60.2

GGAAGCGATTCG
CAGGAAAACCTT
AGAGGAGTCAAA
GATATGACAAAAG
GFP_5_avashort_58_ GCGAAGAGCTGT
OP00021
TCACTGGTTTC

72

61.2

AAGGTTTTCCTGC
BBa_J231000_3_ava GAATCGCTTCCAG
short_58_OP00022 GCTTTAATCTTgcta

62

97

60.2

gcactgtacctaggactgag
c
TCTGATAAGCAAA
TGTTGCATTTTAG
AGGGATATTATGG
CAAAAGGCGAAG
GFP_5_avalong_64_ AGCTGTTCACTGG
OP00023
TTTC

68

61.2

AAAATGCAACATT
TGCTTATCAGAAG
GCTATTATCTCTAG
BBa_J231000_3_aval CTCCTTCgctagcactg
ong_64_OP00024
tacctaggactgagc

72

60.2

GCAAATTTAGTTG
TTGGTGCTGTTCT
CTCTGTCAACCAT
CCCGCGGGCAATC
TAAAACTAAAAC
GATACAGGAGGAT
AAGCGTATGGCAA
AAGGCGAAGAGC
GFP_5_hspA_132_O TGTTCACTGGTTT
P00025
C

116

61.2

AACAGCACCAAC
AACTAAATTTGCT
TGTATTGCCTTTG
CTCGTGACTTGGG
CTGATTCCCTCTA
BBa_J231000_3_hsp CCCgctagcactgtaccta
ggactgagc
A_132_OP00026

92

60.2

ATCGATTGAGAGG
ATTTGAATGCGTA
GFP_5_rpoH_22_OP AAGGCGAAGAGC
00027
TGTTCAC

46

61.3

TCAAATCCTCTCA
BBa_J231000_3_rpo ATCGATgctagcactgta
H_22_OP00028
cctaggactgagc

44

60.2

GGCTCTCTGCGTT
TATTTATATATCTT
CAGAGTAGTTCGC
GFP_5_toxT_69_OP TTATGCGTAAAGG
CGAAGAGCTGTT
00029

68

61.3

98

CAC
ATATATAAATAAAC
GCAGAGAGCCAT
CCACGTAAAGTTA
TCTTAAAATCGAgc
BBa_J231000_3_tox tagcactgtacctaggactga
gc
T_69_OP00030

76

60.2

ATAACTTTTTATTT
ATATATCTTCAGA
GTAGTTCGCTTAT
GFP_5_toxT_52_OP GCGTAAAGGCGA
00031
AGAGCTGTTCAC

65

61.3

GAAGATATATAAA
TAAAAAGTTATCT
BBa_J231000_3_tox TAAAATCGAgctagc
actgtacctaggactgagc
T_52_OP00032

60

60.2

GTACGTAGAGTAT
AATTAGTATTCTTC
TTTCCAACTTCCT
TATACTTATATACT
TTAGATTCTAAAA
TCATGCGTAAAGG
GFP_5_Cssa_109_O CGAAGAGCTGTT
P00033
CAC

95

61.3

GAATACTAATTATA
CTCTACGTACTCA
TAAATTTATTTCG
ATTAAGTGCTATA
BBa_J231000_3_Css ATTAGGCCgctagcac
tgtacctaggactgagc
a_109_OP00034

86

60.2

AAACTTCAAATAA
AACAATTAGAGTG
AGTGTTTATGCGT
GFP_5_LigA_modif. AAAGGCGAAGAG
1_60_OP00035
CTGTTCAC

59

61.3

CTCTAATTGTTTTA
BBa_J231000_3_Lig TTTGAAGTTTTCA
A_modif.1_60_OP00 TTTTGTgctagcactgta
036
cctaggactgagc

58

60.2

ATAAAACAATTAG
GFP_5_LigA_modif. AGTGAGTGTTTAT
1_36_OP00037
GACAAAAGGCGA

57

61.2

99

AGAGCTGTTCACT
GGTTTC
AAACACTCACTCT
BBa_J231000_3_Lig AATTGTTTTATTTG
A_modif.1_36_OP00 ACgctagcactgtacctag
gactgagc
038

54

60.2

AIIc- Synthetic DNA fragment for the construction of pSentinelSwitch
>Synthetic_Intergenic_fragment_1
TATCCTCCTCGCCCTTGGAAACCATTATTTACCTCCTTAGGTCATGTTTCCTGTG
TGAAATTGTTATCCGCTCACAATTCCACACATTATACGAGCCGATGATTAATTGT
CAAAAGCTTGCATGCCTGCAGGTCGACTTTGACGGCTAGCTCAGTCCTAGGTA
CAGTGCTAGCATCCTCTCCTTCACTAGT
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APPENDIX III: Plasmids and strains

AIIIa- Plasmids and Strains

Below is a table of the bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study with their
names, a brief description, and relevant references if needed.

STRAIN OR PLASMID

DESCRIPTION

REF./SOURCE

||||Plasmids|||

pCKT

CmR; general cloning vector

49

CmR; pCKT carrying LacI

49

ApR; oriColE1, cloning vector

47

pHC_DYOLacI-R

ApR; Reporter vector expreSsing mCherry
constitutively and GFP under a Ptac promoter.

49

pSentinelSwitch_fluor

ApR; vector designed to tune the sentinel switch by
expressing mCherry from a constitutive promoter
in lieu of a REase and GFP from a promoter
controlled by a RNA thermometer in lieu of a
MTase.

This work

ApR; pSentinelSwitch_fluor expressing mCherry
constitutively but carrying a frameshift in the GFP
gene (sfGFP.Q69HfsX10) that prevents its
expression.

This work

ApR; pF1.16 derivative in which the GFP gene
exhibiting a frameshift mutation has been removed

This work

pCKTRBS-LacIwt

pUC19

pF1.16

pUJO3

101

with a KpnI-XmnI digestion and replaced by the
equivalent, non-mutated, digestion fragment from
F1.17.
pUCA1

ApR; family of pUJO3 derivative vectors in which
RNAT U6 has been replaced by either
Yersinia_FourU_lcrF_123_bp_LONG
or
Yersinia_FourU_lcrF_68_bp_SHORT RNATs.

This work

pUCA2

ApR; family of pUJO3 derivative vectors in which
RNAT
U6
has
been
replaced
by
Synechocistis_hsp17_46_bp RNAT.

This work

pUCA3

ApR; family of pUJO3 derivative vectors in which
RNAT U6 has been replaced by either
Anabaena_variabilis_avalong_modif_64_bp
or
Anabaena_variabilis_avashort_58_bp RNATs.

This work

pUCA4

ApR; family of pUJO3 derivative vectors in which
RNAT
U6
has
been
replaced
by
Escherichia_ROSE_ibpA_100_bp.

This work

pUCA5

ApR; family of pUJO3 derivative vectors in which
RNAT
U6
has
been
replaced
by
Thermosynechococcus_elongatus_hspA_modif_13
2_bp
or
Vibrio_cholerae_FourU_toxT_69_bp_LONG
RNATs.

This work

pUJO5

ApR;
pF1.16 derivative in which the
PBBaJ23100-RNATU6-GFP region, containing a GFP
gene exhibiting a frameshift mutation has been
removed with a SphI-XmnI digestion and replaced
by the equivalent, non-mutated, digestion fragment
from F1.17.

This work

pUJO6

ApR;
pF1.16 derivative in which the
PBBaJ23100-RNATU6-GFP region, containing a GFP
gene exhibiting a frameshift mutation has been
removed with a SphI-XmnI digestion and replaced
by the equivalent, non-mutated, digestion fragment
from pF1.17_Ch_5, containing a chimeric RNA
thermometer.

This work

ApR; pSentinelSwitch_fluor carrying a deletion
encompassing the totality of the mCherry gene. A
U6 RNA thermometer (RNAT) enables expression
of GFP at 37C.

This work

pF1.17

102

pF1.17_Ch_5
(a.k.a. 5)

ApR; pF1.17 derivative in which the U6 RNAT has
been substituted by a chimera of the RNATs
Escherichia_ROSE_ibpA_100_bp
and
Anabaena_variabilis_avashort_58_bp.

This work

pF1.17_Ch_7
(a.k.a. 7)

ApR; pF1.17 derivative in which the U6 RNAT has
been substituted by a chimera of the RNATs
Leptospira_interrogans_LigA_modif2_36_bp_LO
NG
and
Vibrio_cholerae_FourU_toxT_69_bp_LONG.

This work

pF1.17_lcrF123

ApR; pF1.17 derivative in which the U6 RNAT has
been
substituted
by
Yersinia_FourU_lcrF_123_bp_LONG.

This work

pF1.17_EcoRI.M_Col2

ApR; pF1.17 derivative in which the gene encoding
for the methyltransferase (MTase) of the EcoRI
restriction system has been cloned replacing the
GFP gene.

This work

fhuA2 Δ(argF-lacZ)U169 phoA glnV44 Φ80
Δ(lacZ)M15 gyrA96 recA1 relA1 endA1 thi-1
hsdR17

NEB

F1.16

NEB5α (pF1.16)

This work

F1.17

NEB5α (pF1.17)

This work

F´ proA+B+ lacIq ∆(lacZ)M15 zzf::Tn10 (TetR) /
fhuA2∆(argF-lacZ)U169
phoA
glnV44
Φ80Δ(lacZ)M15 gyrA96 recA1 relA1 endA1 thi-1
hsdR17

NEB

NEB5α F' Iq (pCKT), negative control for
fluorescence production.

49

||||Main Escherichia
strains|||
NEB5α

NEB5α F' Iq

5.23

MG1655

MG16

coli

F- lambda- ilvG- rfb-50 rph-1

MG1655 pF1.16

103

This work

MG17

MG1655 pF1.17

This work

AIIIb- Plasmid Lineage
This graphic shows the lineage of our plasmid. Starting with pUC19 and our
initial constructs pF1.16 and pF1.17, this figure shows the cloning and subcloning paths,
including some failed constructions, shown in white, which did not present any GFP
activity.
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APPENDIX IV: Novel RNA Thermometers

A table of chimeric and mutated RNATs that exhibited functionality through our
plate reader assays (Materials and Methods). At the present time, pUCA4, pUCA5, and
pUJO6 have not been sequenced. These RNATs will be the focus of future work we need
to determine induction rates and basal expression Strains bearing these plasmids will be
the chassis for the epigenetic elements of the final sentinel switch with particular
emphasis placed on pUCA2C, pUCA4A, pUCA4B,pUCA4C, and pUCA4D.

Name of novel Plasmid
RNAT

Sequence 5’-3’ Derived from

Mutations

U6

ATCCTCTCC
TTCACTAGT
AAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA
TAAGGAGA
TAAATA

Synthetic

-

ibpA_100bp_p p.F1.17_col5
artial/avashort_
58bp_partial

TAGCCGATG
AGGACGCG
CCTGATGGG
TGTTCTGGC
TACCTGACC
TGTCCATTG
TGGGGAAG
CGATTCGCA
GGAAAACCT
TAGAGGAGT
CAAAGATAT
GACA

Echerichia coli A chimera of
ROSE_ibpA-10 two RNATs
0bp
&
Anabaena
variabilis
avashort_58bp

Synechocistis_
hsp17_46_bp_
8bp_dup

ATTCAAGGG
TAATCAAAT
TCCTTCCAC
ACATCCAC
ACATCAGG

Synechocistis_
hsp17_46_bp

pF1.17, pF1.16

pUCA2A
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8
bp
duplication

AGTTAACAT
TATG
Synechocistis_
hsp17_46_bp_
24bp_dup

pUCA2B

ATTCAAGGG Synechocistis_
TAATCAAAT hsp17_46_bp
TCCTTCCA
CACATCGTA
ATCAAATTC
CTTCCACA
CATCCACAC
ATCAGGAGT
TAACATTAT
G

24
bp
duplication

Synechocistis_
hsp17_46_bp_
24bp_dup

PUCA2C

ATTCAAGGG Synechocistis_
TAATCAAAT hsp17_46_bp
TCCTTCCA
CACATCGTA
ATCAAATTC
CTTCCACA
CATCCACAC
ATCAGGAGT
TAACATTAT
G

24
bp
duplication

Synechocistis_
hsp17_46_bp

pUCA2D

ATTCAAGGG
TAATCAAAT
TCCTTCCAC
ACATCAGGA
GTTAACATT
ATG

No mutations

Anabaena_vari
abilis_avashort
_58_bp_9bp_d
uplication

pUCA3B

AAGATTAAA Anabaena_vari
GCCTGGAAG abilis_avashort
CGATTCGCA _58_bp
GGAAAACC
TTGAAAAC
CTTAGAGG
AGTCAAAG
AT

9
bp
duplication

Anabaena_vari pUCA3C
abilis_avashort
_58_bp_2_dupl
ications

AAGATTAAA Anabaena_vari
GCCTGGAAG abilis_avashort
CGATTCGCA _58_bp
GGAAAACC

10
bp
duplication, 6
bp duplication
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Synechocistis_
hsp17_46_bp

TTGGAAGC
GATTCGCAG
GAAAACCTT
AGAGGAGT
CAAAGAT
Not sequenced pUCA4A
yet

Not sequenced Echerichia coli Not sequenced
yet
ROSE_ yet
ibpA-10
0bp

Not sequenced pUCA4B
yet

Not sequenced Echerichia coli Not sequenced
yet
ROSE_ibpA-10 yet
0bp

Not sequenced pUCA4C
yet

Not sequenced Echerichia coli Not sequenced
yet
ROSE_ yet
ibpA-10
0bp

Not sequenced pUCA4D
yet

Not sequenced Echerichia coli Not sequenced
yet
ROSE_ibpA-10 yet
0bp

Not sequenced pUCA5A
yet

Not sequenced Thermosynech Not sequenced
yet
ococcus_elong yet
atus_hspA_mo
dif_132_bp or
Vibrio_cholera
e_FourU_toxT
_69_bp_LONG
RNATs.

Not sequenced pUJO6A
yet

Not sequenced p.F1.17_col5
yet

Not sequenced
yet

Not sequenced pUJO6B
yet

Not sequenced p.F1.17_col5
yet

Not sequenced
yet

Not sequenced pUJO6C
yet

Not sequenced p.F1.17_col5
yetNot
sequenced yet

Not sequenced
yet

Not sequenced pUJO6D
yet

Not sequenced p.F1.17_col5
yet

Not sequenced
yet
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APPENDIX V: Additional Data

AVa: Data from initial verification of pF1.16 and pF1.17 functionality

Streaks of F1.16 and F1.17 strains on LB supplemented with carbenicillin to show
the differences in mCherry production between the two strains. Under white light
illumination F1.16 colonies display a vivid magenta/red coloration.

Below is a representation of GFP production over time by the strains 5.23, F1.16,
and F1.17. The results of several independent experiments are represented together prior
to averaging the measurements in order to show the spread of the data. Even though
independent runs for the same strain and condition tend to be tightly grouped, there are
examples of outliers.
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The following graphs represent culture growth expressed as OD600 vs. time (h).
Our objective was to estimate the maximum growth rate of various replicates (n>3) of
5.23, F1.16, and F1.17. The top six, 25°C runs, had a lower maximum growth rate than
the bottom 5 replicates grown at 37°C across the three strains.
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AVb: Additional Relative Fluorescence Production Data for strains NEB5α 5.23, F1.16,
F1.17, 5, 7, E, F, H, pUJO3[A-D], and pUJO5[A-D].
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Representation of mCherry production over time at 25°C and 37°C for 5.23,
F1.16, and F1.17. 5.23 and F1.17 do not exhibit any mCherry signal (5.23 is a negative
control for mCherry production lacking any red fluorescent protein production, while
F1.17 carries a defective pSentinelSwitch_fluor vector lacking mCherry), while mCherry
production for F1.16 increases somewhat with temperature.

Representation of GFP production over time at 37°C by 5.23, F1.16, and F1.17.
5.23 and F1.16 do not exhibit any GFP output, while GFP production for pF1.17 is
increased at higher temperature. These data strongly suggest that production of GFP
under an RNAT is thermodependent for F1.17 with minimal basal expression. 5.23 is a
negative control for mCherry production lacking any green fluorescent protein
production, while F1.16 carries a defective pSentinelSwitch_fluor vector in which GFP
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contains a frameshift preventing the proper expression of the GFP protein.

Representation of mCherry production over time at 25°C and 37°C for 5, 7,
F1.17, and 5.23. None of these strains contain the mCherry gene and there is thus no
mCherry production. Please note that 7 was not tested at 20°C.
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Representation of GFP production over time at 20°C and 37°C for 5.23, 5, 7, and
pF1.17. 5.23 and 7 do not exhibit any GFP expression, while GFP production for F1.17
and 5 is increased at higher temperatures. These data strongly suggest that production of
GFP under a RNAT is thermodependent for 5 with minimal basal expression. Please note
that 7 was not tested at 20°C.
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Semilogged growth at 20°C and 37°C for 5.23, 5, 7, and F1.17. As expected,
growth at 37°C data exhibits a sharper exponential phase. Please note that 7 was not
tested at

20°C.
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Plasmid map is of pF1.17_Ch_5, otherwise known as 5. Plasmid built on the
F1.17 chassis. It carries a hybrid ibpA100bp/avashort68bp RNAT instead of U6.
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Plasmid map is of pF1.17_Ch_7, otherwise known as 7. Plasmid built on the
pF1.17 chassis yet carries a modified LigA_mod2_36bp RNAT instead of U6.
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Representation of mCherry production over time at 25°C and 37°C for E,F, H, F1.17, and
5.23. None of these strains bear plasmids containing the mCherry gene and there is thus
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no mCherry production. Please note that F and H were not tested at 20°C.

Representation of GFP production over time at 20°C and 37°C for 5.23, E, F, H,
and F1.17. Only F1.17’s GFP expression increases at 37°C. Please note that F and H were
not tested at 20°C.
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Semilogged growth across 20°C and 37°C for 5.23, E, F, H, and pF1.17. 37°C
data exhibits a more lively exponential phase. Note that F and H were not tested at 20°C.
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The below plasmid map is of F1.17_col E,F, and H otherwise known as E, F, and
H. It contains the F1.17 chassis but with a lcrF_123bp RNAT. REase Digestion sites and
the mCherry-PtTac-spacer-PBBaJ23100_RNAT_U6-sfGFP module of our sentinel switch is present.

Representation of mCherry production over time at 25°C and 37°C by 5.23,
NEB5α (pUJO3A), NEB5α (pUJO3B), NEB5α (pUJO3C), NEB5α (pUJO3D), F1.17,
and 5.23. Only NEB5α (pUJO2B) was measured at 20°C. All pUJO3-bearing strains
[A-D] exhibited mCherry expression.
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Representation of GFP production over time at 20°C and 37°C by NEB5α
(pUJO3A), NEB5α (pUJO3B), NEB5α (pUJO3C), NEB5α (pUJO3D), F1.17, and 5.23.
Only F1.17 GFP production increases at 37C. Please note that pUJO3A, pUJO3C, and
pUJO3D, were not tested at 20°C. NEB5α (pUJO3B) GFP production at 20°C can be
explained as an artifact likely due to faulty plate data gathering.
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Semilogged growth at 20°C and 37°C for NEB5α (pUJO3A), NEB5α (pUJO3B), NEB5α
(pUJO3C), NEB5α (pUJO3D), F1.17, and 5.23. When the strains are cultured at 37°C
they present a sharper exponential phase with a higher slope. Please note that NEB5α
(pUJO3A), NEB5α (pUJO3C) and NEB5α (pUJO3D), were not tested at 20°C.
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Plasmid map of pUJO3B. It was assembled over the pF1.17 chassis yet carrying
the U6 RNAT from pF1.16.

Plasmid map of pUJO3C. It was assembled over the pF1.17 chassis yet carrying
the U6 RNAT found in pF1.16.
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Representation of mCherry production over time at 25°C and 37°C for 5.23
NEB5α (pUJO5A), NEB5α (pUJO5B), NEB5α (pUJO5C), NEB5α (pUJO5D), F1.17,
and 5.23. Only NEB5α (pUJO2A) was evaluated at 20°C. All NEB5α (pUJO5) strains
[A-D] exhibited mCherry production.
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Representation of GFP production over time at 20°C and 37°C for 5.23 NEB5α
(pUJO5A), NEB5α (pUJO5B), NEB5α (pUJO5C), NEB5α (pUJO5D), F1.17, and 5.23.
Please note that NEB5α (pUJO5B), NEB5α (pUJO5C), and NEB5α (pUJO5D), were not
tested at 20°C.
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Plasmid map of pUJO5A. It was built on the pF1.16 chassis yet carrying the U6
RNAT found in pF1.17.
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Plasmid map of pUJO5C. It was built on the pF1.16 chassis yet carrying the U6
RNAT found in pF1.17.
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AVc: Additional Relative Fluorescence Production Data for NEB5α strains carrying the
pUJO6 and pUCA family vectors

Representation of GFP production over time at 20°C and 37°C for 5.23, NEB5α
(pUJO6A), NEB5α (pUJO6B), NEB5α (pUJO6C), and NEB5α (pUJO6D). These strains
showed significant GFP expression at both 20°C and 37°C with some strains showing
some degree of induction in GFP production across temperatures. Unfortunately, the
repression of translation caused by RNAT at 20°C is ultimately insufficient to consider
this constructs good candidates for our sentinel switch.
129

Semilogged growth at 20°C and 37°C of 5.23, NEB5α (pUJO6A), NEB5α
(pUJO6B), NEB5α (pUJO6C) and NEB5α (pUJO6D). Growth at 37°C presents a sharper
exponential phase.
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mCherry production over time at 25°C and 37°C by 5.23, NEB5α (pUCA3B),
NEB (pUCA3C), and NEB5α (pUCA5A). All strains

presented some

degree of

mCherry production.

Representation of GFP production over time at 20°C and 37°C for 5.23, NEB5α
(pUCA3B), NEB5α (pUCA3C), NEB5α (pUCA5A). These strains showed significant
GFP expression at both 20°C and 37°C with some strains showing some degree of
induction in GFP production across temperatures. Unfortunately, the repression of
translation caused by RNAT at 20°C is ultimately insufficient to consider this constructs
good candidates for our sentinel switch.
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Semilogged growth at 20°C and 37°C of 5.23, NEB5α (pUCA3B), NEB5α
(pUCA3C), and NEB5α (pUCA5A). Growth at 37°C presents a sharper exponential
phase.
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Representation of GFP production over time at 20°C and 37°C for 5.23, MG1655
(MG17A), MG1655

(MG17B), and MG1655

(MG17C). GFP production by these

strains is increased at 37°C. These data strongly suggest that production of GFP under the
RNATs contained in these vectors is thermodependent with minimal basal expression.
This indicates that our electroporation of F1.17 was successful.

Semilogged growth at 20°C and 37°C of 5.23, MG1655 (MG17A), MG1655
(MG17B), and MG1655

(MG17C). Growth at 37°C presents a sharper exponential
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phase.

mCherry production over time at 25°C and 37°C by 5.23, NEB5α (pUCA2A),
NEB (pUCA2B), and NEB5α (pUCA2D). All strains
mCherry production.
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presented some

degree of

Representation of GFP production over time at 20°C and 37°C for 5.23, NEB5α
(pUCA2A), NEB5α (pUCA2B, NEB5α (pUCA2D). These strains showed significant
GFP expression at both 20°C and 37°C with some strains showing some degree of
induction in GFP production across temperatures. Unfortunately, the repression of
translation caused by RNAT at 20°C is ultimately insufficient to consider this constructs
good candidates for our sentinel switch.

Semilogged growth at 20°C and 37°C of 5.23, NEB5α (pUCA2A), NEB5α
(pUCA2B), and NEB5α (pUCA2D). Growth at 37°C presents a sharper exponential
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phase.

mCherry production over time at 25°C and 37°C by 5.23, NEB5α (pUCA2C),
NEB (pUCA4A), NEB (pUCA4B), NEB (pUCA4C), and NEB5α (pUCA4D). All strains
presented some degree of mCherry production.
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Representation of GFP production over time at 20°C and 37°C for 5.23, NEB5α
(pUCA4A), NEB5α (pUCA4B), NEB5α (pUCA4C), NEB5α (pUCA4D) and NEB5α
(pUCA2C). GFP production by these strains is increased at 37°C. These data strongly
suggest that production of GFP under the RNATs contained in these vectors is
thermodependent with minimal basal expression. Currently, these strains are the best
representatives of the behavior we expect from the ideal pSentinelSwitch_fluor design.

Semilogged growth at 20°C and 37°C of 5.23, NEB5α (pUCA4A), NEB5α
(pUCA4B), NEB5α (pUCA4C), NEB5α (pUCA4D) and NEB5α (pUCA2C). Growth at
37°C presents a sharper exponential phase.
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APPENDIX VI: Materials and Methods

Bacterial strains and growth conditions. Bacterial strains and plasmids used are
listed in Appendix IIIa (AIIIa). E. coli strains were grown at 37°C in Lysogenic Broth
(LB) medium
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unless otherwise indicated. Antibiotics were added at the following

concentrations: 100 μg ml−1, ampicillin/carbenicillin and 25 μg ml−1 chloramphenicol
(Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Strain growth and fluorescent protein production was tracked
using a Varioskan Lux plate reader (Thermo-Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).
Precultures of bacteria were grown in LB media overnight at 37°C and normalized to a
starting of 0.025 for the plate reader growth assays, which were performed in black wall
clear bottom Corning 96-well plates (Corning, NY). Absorbance at 600 nm (OD600), GFP
fluorescence (485 nm excitation, 510 nm emission), and mCherry fluorescence(587 nm
excitation, 610 nm emission) were measured for every datapoint. Measurements were
performed every 10 minutes for 48 hours under constant shaking conditions at 220 rpm.
Note that during individual assays, the plate reader was set to incubate the plates at
different temperatures depending on the experimental needs.
Molecular biology techniques. Molecular biology techniques were performed
following commonly used standard protocols and as per manufacturers’ instructions61.
Plasmid DNA was purified with a Qiaprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen, Hilden,
Germany). DNA fragments were purified with DNA Clean-up and Concentration Kit or
Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo research, Irvine, CA). The oligonucleotides
employed for PCR amplification of the cloned fragments and other molecular biology
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techniques are summarized in Appendix IIb (AIIb) and were supplied by IDT (Coralville,
IA). Primers were designed using IDT OligoAnalyzer Tool with special attention to the
following tenets of primer design: 15 nt of minimum size, G or C as the last base, no
triplets of G or C, melting temps of primers between 60-65°C, and comparable length for
primer pairs. We further examined secondary structures that could form in our primer.
PCR reactions were performed with KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix PCR Kit (Roche,
Basel, Switzerland). NEB (Ipswich, MA) products were used for DNA ligation, DNA
phosphorylation, and Gibson assembly: T4 ligase, polynucleotide phosphorylase and
NEBuilder HiFi assembly master mix. All the restriction enzymes were also purchased
from NEB (Ipswich, MA) and used according to manufacturer’s recommendations.
On many occasions Gibson Assembly was the cloning technique of choice.
Gibson Assembly relies on dsDNA fragments, both the insert(s) and backbone, that share
terminal regions known as homology arms. Inserts carrying homology arms for the vector
can be generated by many strategies, such as incorporation in the fragment when
chemically synthesized, incorporation in a PCR amplification reaction (adding the
homology arms as tails to the amplifying primers)or ligation. Plasmid and insert are
incubated in an enzymatic mixture of exonuclease, DNA polymerase, and DNA ligase.
The exonuclease will gnaw at the 5’ ends of all the DNA fragments in the mix, creating
sticky overhangs that hybridize to similar overhangs due to conventional Watson-Crick
base pairings. DNA polymerase extends the 3’ ends, filling in the gaps, and the ligase
ligates the nicked and extended DNA together. This process occurs at 50°C for anywhere
between 15-60 minutes (isothermic reaction), and the resulting DNA fragments are now
joined via a scarless method. For vector insertion as we are doing, there are homology
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arms on the 5’ and 3’ end of the assembled gene fragment for insertion. This technology
enables the assembly of multiple DNA fragments at the same time 8.
Cloned inserts and DNA fragments were confirmed by Sanger sequencing62
performed by Genewiz Inc. (South Plainfield, NJ). Commercially available E. coli
NEB5α and E. coli NEB5α F’ Iq chemically competent cells (NEB, Ipswich, MA) were
used for routine transformations. Alternatively, electrocompetent E. coli cells were
generated and transformed immediately (Gene Pulser; Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA)61.
Nucleotide sequence analyses were done at the National Center for Biotechnology
Information server (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).
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